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ABSTRACT 

Recent years have witnessed a number of important 

developments ın English language testing. Consequently, 

the potential inf l uence of testing on teaching has 

assumed a new significance. As a natural result of 

this, there is a growing need for more effective testing 

to establish appr-opriate standards of English and 

to measure accurately student performance with respect 

to them in every language instruction program. That' s 

why, this thesis focuses upon the assessment of teachers' 

opinions on the present English language testing system 

at the Faculty of Engineering, Anadolu University. 

·The maın assumption of this study is that the findings 

will help to establish same suggestions for more feasible 

ways of increasing facility ın language testing at 

the faculty of Engineering. The first chapter introduces 

background to the problem by pointing out the importance 

of language testing issue together with the purpose 

of language testing, same definitions of language 

tests, the problems that exist and the aim of the 

study. Chapter I I reviews li tera tu re relevant to the 

study. In Chapter I II, the research method is explained. 

Chapter IV includes the results of analysis. In this 
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chapter, the findings determined that 

do 

of 

of 

not agree with 

English language 

Engineering. In 

each other on the 

tests administen~d 

the last chapter, 

the subjects 

appropriateness 

at the Faculty 

Chapter V, the 

discussion over the research results and same suggestions 

for furthet studies are presented. 
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ÖZET 

Son yıllarda İngilizce dil t es tlerinde bazı 

önemli gelişmeler görülmektedir. Bunun sonucunda da 

testierin öğreti ~ e olan yoğun etkisi yeni bir önem 

kazanmıştır. Bunu n doğal sonucu olarak da her yabancı 

dil öğretim programında uygun İngilizce standartları 

saptayabilmek ve öğrencilerin gereksinimleri çerçevesinde 

başarıyı tam olarak ölçebilmek için daha etkin testlere 

ihtiyaç duyulmaktadır. Bu nedenle bu çalışma Anadolu 

Üniver s itesi Mühendi s lik -Mimarlık Fakültesinde uygulan 

makta olan İngilizce test s i s temi ile ilgili olarak 

aynı fakült e nin İngilizce öğretim elemanlarının görüş 

lerinin değerlendirilme s ini kapsamaktadır. Bu çalışmayla 

elde edilen bulguların Mühendi s lik - Mimarlık fakültesinde 

uygulanmakta olan testıerin geliştirilmesine katkıda 

bulunacak bazı öneriler sağlayacağı varsayılmaktadır. 

Çalışmanın birinci bölümünde yabancı dil testlerinin 

önemine değinilerek bazı test tanımları, mevcut prob

lemler ve çalışmanın amacı verilmiştir. İkinci bölümde 

ise çalışmayla ilgili kaynak tarama s ı yer alır. Üçüncü 

bölümde araştırma yöntemi belirtilmiştir. Dördü~cü 

bölümde ise bulgular yer .almaktadır. Bu bölümde elde 

edilen bulgular, Mühendi s lik - Mimarlık fakültesinde 
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uygulanmakta olan İngilizce dil testlerinin uygunluğu 

konusunda İngilizce öğretim elemanlarının farklı görüş -

lere sahip olduklarını göstermiştir. Son bölüm olan 

beşinci bölümde ise bulguların yorumu ile ileriye 

yönelik araştırmalar için bazı öneriler yer almaktadır. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background to the Problem 

Same form of evaluation is inevitable in teaching. 

It ıs as inevitable in classroom teaching as it is 

in all fields of activity where judgements need to 

b e :m,a d e h o w e v e r s i m p 1 e o r c o m p 1 e x . I n E d u ca t i o n t h e 

terms [valuation, 

used. The term 

Scannell(l972:14) 

Measurement and Testing are widely 

'Evaluation' as defined by Noll and 

refers to emphasizing the role of 

judgement 

data or 

in considering a variety of types of relevant 

information in determining progress toward 

a goal, the worth of a program, or how to make a decision; 

where-as in measurement we strive to be a.s objective 

as possible and minimize the role of judgement. 

ı 
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On the other hand, the term "Testing" as generally 

used in education can come to have a rather speci fic 

and limited connotation and, in same instances, a 

sUghtly unfavorable one. Because a tester can be 

regarded by same persons(whether rightly or wrongly) 

as a technician who is more interested in the scores 

and statistics of the results of tests than in what 

t h e r e s u 1 t 's m e a n i n r e 1 a t i o n t o t h e b o y s a n d g i r 1 s 

who made them. In thi s respect, whether the process 

ıs called test ing, measurement or evaluation it is 

not nearly as important as whether the progress or 

status of the learne.r with respect to the desired 

is being determined. Because it is obvious that goal 

the instruments or techniques should be chosen to 

fit the objectives and no technique is worth us ing 

un le ss 

upon. 

the results it yi elds can be depended 

According 

and tests give 

to Pilliner(l973:21) examinations 

rise to measures of same attribute 

passessed by same individual. He explains the distinction 

between tests and examinations in terms of: 

ı. Duration(an 

a test) 

2. Hierarchy 

'examines' 

examination 

of career(a 

his Final 

lasts langer than 

university professor 

Hana ur Students in 

English Literature, whereas a primary school 

teacher 'tests' her nine - year olds in spelling) 
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3. The subjectiveness or objectiveness of assessment 

(if the assessment is subjective , the instrument 

is a n examination, but in the latter cas e 

it is a test. ) 

It can be said that a clear cut distinction 

has not been made between tes ts a nd examinations. 

Because they both serve to assess the same learning 

outcomes in a teaching situation. Ther:efore, the only 

way to measure the outcomes of an educational program 

is to test students by employing one type of test 

or another. 

According to Oller(l979:3) the problems of 

language testing are a large subset of the problems 

of educational measurement in general. About the same 

issue, Finocchi aro and Sako(l983:6) indi ca te that 

except the tests in mathematical sciences, all other 

tests make use of concepts and principles from linguistics, 

psychology, sociology and anthropology. 

Oller(l979:ll) defines language test s as any 

test that challenges the language ability of an examinee. 

On the same parallel, language tests are generally 

classified int o various categories depending up on 

their format, the skills and language items being 

measured, and the use to be made of their results. 

The literature on language testing presents that 

most specialists have agreed on the names 11 proficiency", 
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"diagnostic", "aptitude"(prognostic 

and "achievement"(or attainment) as 

or predictive) 

terms of tests 

most fre~uently given. 

According to Valette(l977:6) the aim of proficiency 

tests is to determine whether the students' language 

ability corresponds to specific language requirements. 

For example, placement tests are considered as proficiency 

tests. 

On the other hand, Heaton(l975:6) defines 

diagnostic tests as the tests that enable the teacher 

to identify specific areas of weakness and di fficulty 

so that he is able to plan the most appropriate remedial 

progr amme .• 

Another type of test is the language aptitude 

test. In Finocchiaro and Sako's(l983:23) explanation 

language a:ptitude tests(sometimes termed as prognostic 

or predictive tests) are designed to predict before 

beginning language study, a subject's probable capability 

of acquiring the language. 

Finally, there are achievement or attainment 

tests. According to Heaton(l975:10) the achievement 

or attainment tests have been designed to show mastery 

of a particular syllabus and they may be teacher - made. 

It is obvious that language testing is a complex 

matter. It involves elements from linguistics, psychometrics 

and language teaching. Why a test is set, what is 
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tested and when a test is set are the questions which 

determine the actual testing procedure. 

According to Finocchiaro and Sako(l983:12) 

we may test in order to: 

l. determine a. whether our teaching methods 

and techniques are in fact producing learning 

and b. which aspect of the se are in ne ed 

of revision, 

2. measure students' achieveme n t, 

3. provide for ability or interest placement 

or grouping, 

4. offer remedial help, 

5. identify difficulties, 

6. improve 

and when 

our understanding 

bilinguals use 

of ho w, where 

certain aspects 

of the languages they have learned, 

7. learn mor e ab out the language acquisition 

process at various age levels, 

8. predict the possible success or failure 

in language acquisition of certain individuals, 

9. diagnose, 

10. provide continuity of instruction, 

ll. assess -for speci fic purposes

of mastery(proficiency), 

the level 
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12. gauge the ability of teachers, 

13. set realistic standards, 

14. assess the effects of experimentation, 

15. promote canfidence of the community. 

It is certain that all tes t s are for a purpose. 

A test that js made up without a clear idea of v11hat 

jt 

to 

is for, 

cansicler 

i s not 

testing 

good. That's why it 

as not something that 

is jmportant 

stands apart 

from language teaching. And it can be claimed that 

same language tests can be prepared better than the 

oth.ers. So, if same tests are bet t er than the others 

it is important to use the better ones. 

In sum, teachers must believe in the usefulness 

of , i mp orta n c e o f an d the n e e d fo r te st s ı n the t e a c h i n g 

process and help those involved in test preparation 

to find ways for increasing the power of tests. In 

a rational teaching situation, foreign language teachers 

have a responsibility to find out how much improvement 

th:eir students have made. So, they should make sure 

that the students are being scalecl precisely. At the 

s .ame time it can be pointed out that one of our most 

pressing needs taday as teachers of English as a foreign 

lan.gu.age is the know-how for writing tests that will 

measure our pupils' achievement in English. And · alsa 

these tests must be based on principles of foreign 

language teaching. Therefore, the problem of this 

study may be stated as follows: 
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1. 2. Problem 

It is certain that preparing good tests requires 

a good deal of time and energy. In locking over the 

present language testing 

would seem to be necessary 

situation, some improvement 

in the system at The Faculty 

of Engineering, Anadolu University. Because classroom 

teachers are expected to prepare their own language 

test s with limit ed time and over loaded schedules. 

Certainly, this does not mean that such overworked 

teachers cannot prep.are any good tests. But, logically 

it do e sn' t seem to be appropr iate to e xp ect from those 

teachers to orientate themselves to the procedures 

of constructing good l a n guage tests. 

At the Faculty of Engineering, language testing 

has always been subjected 

close identification of th e 

to lively 

strengths 

of the given tests is inevitable. 

prepared by the teachers themselves. 

debate. And a 

and weaknesses 

lhese tests are 

And there are 

always same discussions on 

Since the objections are 

the weights given to them 

same points of given tests. 

heavily on the test items, 

and on the lack of interest 

in administering communicative oriented tests, the 

teaching objectives and emphases of the course or 

the program are alsa started to take place in the 

discussions. And, usually at the end of thes~ discussions 

the immediate solution for same of us is that tests 
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are gi ven that they are necessary in order to assign 

the s tudent s same grade for the work they have been 

do ing 

this 

because administration demand s it. So, 

administrative requirement, we, 

consideration in principles of testing, 

tests and keep on having discussions. 

wi thout 

prepare 

with 

mu ch 

o ur 

Therefore, it became inevitable for me to go 

to my cülleagues and ask what the y are thinking about 

the testing s ystem in the school. Are we grading our 

students entirely on their learning points? What do 

we expec t these tests to achieve? Do we all agree 

that our testing system is consistent with the general 

course curricu lum? Are we satisfied with the concrete 

results of tests? Is the language being tested in 

the way it is taught? By us ing the se techniques are 

we actually finding what the s tudent s know? Do we 

test all aspects of language learning? Do we frame 

our questions th at there i s no ambigui ty? Do we word 

our questions that there will be no guessing? 

These are same questions in this stud y to be 

asked to the teacher s. The answel.'s sho uld sh ed light 

on same acute problems of language testing at the 

Faculty of Engineering. 

1.3. Purpose of The study 

This s tudy is intended to demonstrate the extent 

of agreement and disagreement on the appropriateness 
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-of language tests among teachers and to find out same 

answers to the questions stated in the Problem Seetion 

(cf. 1.2) by exhibiting the present situation of tests 

administered at the Faculty of Engineering, Anadolu 

Univ ersity-Bademlik Extension Campus. 

The present writer of this thesis is one of 

the teachers of this faculty. He does not claim that 

he 

N or 

i s 

he 

a testing 

wants to 

expert, or he 

institution by 

humiliate any 

exhibiting 

is an ideal teacher. 

teacher/s, authori ty 

s ome deficiencies in 

testing. Dur main purpose is to enlighten one area 

of education by making same suggestions for same feasible 

vıays of increasing facility in foreign language testing 

at the Faculty of Engineering. 

To achieve the purpose of this study the fallawing 

questions will be ans wered: 

ı. Is there any 

testing among 

significant interest in 

the language teachers 

Faculty of Engineering? 

language 

of the 

2. Are there any different comments of language 

teachers on the appropriateness of the present 

language tests? 

3. Do the language teachers believe that their 

tests are useful to measure students ' success? 

4. Are there any cooperation problems among 

the teachers in the construction of language 

tes ts? 
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5. Are the language test s m ade up with a clear 

idea of what they are for? 

6. Do the language teachers at the Faculty 

of Engineering develop their tes ts according 

to the ir specifications? 

7. Do the language teachers select the appropriate 

test items ın the construction of the ir 

tes ts? 

8. Are the test results interpreted appropriately? 

9. What is the way in which language is treated 

on the present tests? 

lO. What are the academic qualities of the present 

tes ts? 

U . Wheth er s ome miscellaneous aspect:s of the 

test are taken into considerat ion or not? 

1.4. lmportance of the Study 

It is certain that recent yea:rs have witnessed 

a number of important developments in English language 

testing. Almost any language-instruction program requires 

the preparation and administration of language tests. 

And it can be said that a good testing program resulting 

in a student's knowledge that he/she is making progress 

toward clearly specified goals w i ll be a positive 

motivating for ce for students and teachers alike. 
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Therefore, it is more important than ever that tests 

should encourage good teaching practice. 

Obviously, we who teach English as a foreign 

language have a responsibility to find out how well 

we have done our tasks or how much improvement our 

students have made. Because it is clear that testing 

ıs an imp o rtant part of every teaching and learning 

experience. It contributes directly to the teaching-

learning process used in classroom instruction, and 

it is useful in programmed instruction, curriculum 

development, marking, reporting, guidance and counselling 

school administration and research. But effective 

testing requires careful planning. It ıs just too 

easy for any l-anguage teacher to take a pen in hand 

and turn out items without much consideration of the 

balance or adequ~cy of the resulting test content. 

Except by cha nce , such a test will not prove a very 

valid measure of the specific skills that the testing 

situation calls for. 

the 

and 

A great deal of literature 

methodology of foreign language 

more suitable teaching material 

is available on 

teaching and more 

is being prepared 

for foreign learners. That's why a comparable improvement 

is needed in foreign language testing and evaluation 

procedures. 

cannot be 

Because it is certain that language teaching 

distinguished from language testing. We 

need to know how successful our teaching has been 

or where it has failed. 
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Ttıerefare, such a study which attempts to 

demonstrate the extent of agreement and disagreement 

on the appropriateness of language tests amon,g teachers 

and the present situation of an administered test 

will help to establish same suggestions for constructing 

and administering better language tests. 

1.5. Limitations 

l. This research is limited to the opinions 

of 9 English language teachers of the Faculty 

of Engineering at Bademlik-Extension Campus 

of Anadolu University. 

2. This study ıs limited with the questions 

stated in the questionnaire. 

3. Although the questions on the questionnaire 

are devised sensitively, the questionnaire 

should not be considered exhaustive because 

some other less significant aspects of the 

teaching - learning 

overlooked. 

situation 

4. Since the questions on 

may have be en 

the administered 

quizzes are chesen purposely only a midterm 

test of 1989 - 90 academic year is taken into 

consideration to form a comparison basis 

for this study. 
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1.6. Assumptions 

ı. Most of the items of the questionnaire are 

taken from a study conducted by The Institute 

for E nglish La n g u age E d u ca tion of U n iv er s it y 

of Lancester, 

adequate 

Alderson(l980:1). That's why 

an co verage of relevant points 

can assumed to be guaranteed. 

2. All the teachers who took part in completing 

the questionnaire are assumed to have gıven 

answers with complete frankness. 

1.7. Definitions 

Commonly used testing terminology will be given 

below: 

Evaluation: According to Gronlund(l976:6) evaluation 

is a systematic process of determining the extent 

to which instructional objectives are obtained by 

the st u d e nt s . Ab out the sa m e i s s u e, N o 1 1 an d S ca n n e 1 1 

( 1 9 7 2 : 1 5 ) p o i n t out t ha t e v a l u a t i o n t e n d s t o e m p h a s i z e 

the role of judgement in considering a variety of 

types of relevant data or information in determining 

progress toward a goal, the worth of a program, or 

ho w 

de al 

to make 

w ith both 

a 

learning results. 

rlecision. Therefore, 

quantity and quality 

evaluation may 

of the teaching-
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Measur.ement: As generally use d in education, 

measurement in,cludes consideration of purposes, interpretation 

and use of results. According to Gronlund(l976:7) 

measurement takes only quantifiable units into account. 

On the same parallel, Noll and Scannell ( l972:16) define 

measurement in t erms of ideal attributes of quantitativeness 

and constancy of units. According to them, in measurement 

we generall y strive to be as objective as possible 

and to minimize the role of judgement. 

Testing: Brown(l987:219) indicates that a test 

in plain, ordinary words, is a method of measuring 

a person's ability or knowledge in a given area. In 

other words, it can be said that testing is a data 

gathering process. With the help of collected data, 

learner, teaeber and materials can be scrutinized. 

And alsa it should be said that measurement is only 

a tool. It i s a means to an endJ not an end in i tsel f. 

Test and Quiz: According to Valette(l977:7) 

the test cove r s a specific unit of instruction and 

is announced in advance. The value of the test lies 

in the completeness with which it examines the material 

under study. The essence of the quiz is brevity. The 

value of the quiz lies in its positive effect on student 

1 e a r n i n g and the p r a c t i c e i t a f fo r d s i n t h e a r t o f 

test taking~ 

Objective and Subjective Test Items: Valette(l977) 

defines an objective item as one for which there is 
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a specific correct response, therefore it is always 

scored the same way. For example, multiple-choice 

type questions are objective items. A subjective item 

is one that does not have a single answer. A s hort 

composition may be scored in different ways by different 

teachers. 

item. 

That's why, it ıs considered as subjective 

formative and Summative Evaluation: Finocchairo 

and Sako(l983:299) define formative assesment as the 

ongoing assessment of student learning in order to 

?lan or revise subsequent activities in an in structional 

program. They alsa point out that the summative assessment 

is an overall estimate of a student's achievement 

or proficiency at the end of a given period of instruction. 

Norm-Referenced and Criterion-Referenced Tests: 

Valette(l977) indicates that the norm-referenced test 

compares a student's performance against the performance 

uf other students. The criterion-referenced test indicates 

wheth er the student has met predetermined objectives 

or criteria. 

Oiscrete-Point and Global Testing: According 

to Finocchiaro and Sako(l983:297) in discrete-point 

approach the tests are designed to measure single 

(discrete) elements of language opposed to the measurement 

of integrated skills such as reading and writing. 

On the other hand, global language tests measure the 
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student's ability to understand and use language in 

context. Dietatian test, cloze test and the tests 

in which the students are presented w ith a si tuation 

and must express themselves are termed as global tests. 

Validity: Finocchiaro and Sako(l983) define 

validity as the degree to which a test measures what 

ıs designed to measure. The validity is always specific 

to the purpose of the test. Di fferent ki n ds of test s 

require different evidences of validity. If a test 

does this it is said to be valid. 

Reliability: Valette(l977) points out that 

reliability refers to the consistency of measurement 

that is, how consistent test scores or other evaluation 

results are from one measurement to another. Reliability 

provides the consistency that makes validity possible 

and indicates ho~ much canfidence we place in our 

results. According to Valette(l975:53) reliability 

of a test can be calculated by Kuder-Richardson formula: 

R = 1 -

Item 

M (n-M) 
2 n.SD 

Difficulty(facility 

to Finocchiaro and Sako(l983:298) 

M= Mean 

n= number of items 

Value): According 

facility value is 

the percentage of correct respanses made by students 

in relation to the total possible correct answers 

in a test. It indicates the ease or difficulty of 

any test item. Valette(l977) gives the fallawing formula 
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to calculate item difficulty: 

r.v R 
= 

N 

R= Number of correct answer s 

'N = Number of students taking the test. 

Item Oiscrimination: Valette(l977:57) states 

that the discrimination index of an item indicates 

the extent to which the item discriminates between 

the testees, separating the more able testees from 

the less able. The index of discrimination (D) tells 

us where the students who performed well on the whole 

test tended to do well or badly on each i tem in the 

test. The formula to get item di s crimination is: 

D = 
1/2 N 

D= Discrimination Index 

UR = Upper group of students who got the item right. 

LR = Lower group of students who got the item right. 

l/2 N= Half the number of the students who to ok the test. 

The Mode: The mode is simply the most frequent 

or popular score in the s et, and is determined by 

inspection. 

The Arithmetic Mean: The arithmetic mean, or 

arithmetic average is the sum of the separate scores 

divided by their number. 
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The Median: The median is the midpoint of a 

s er i e s of s c or e s w h en the s c o re s ar e ar ra n ge d i n or d er 

of their size. 

Standard Oeviation: According to Valette(l977:67) 

a standard deviation is a measure of distance away 

from the mean of distribution. It measures the degree 

to which the group of scores deviates from the mean. 

A deviation can be expressed by the formula: 

D= X - M 

X= The raw score 

M= The mean of all scores. 

i s : 

The formula that expresses the standard deviation 

SO= 
L(X- M)

2 

N 

~(X-M) 2 = It is the sum of the square of the deviation of 

each score from the mean~ 

N = It is the number of test papers. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.0. Chapter Overview 

This chapter contains six sections. Each seetion 

is considered to have a relationship to each other 

and provides a basis for this study. 

In the first seetion the educational uses of 

language tes ts are gi ven to identi fy the signi ficance 

of function and nature of language tests. 

Second seetion deals with the approaches in 

language testing and briefly 

that 

deseribes certain trends 

in language testing have become particularly 

salient within the past sevecal years. 

Seetion three includes the classification of 

language tests to determine the purpose of each type 

that is considered to be helpful in constructing the 

language tests. 

19 
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In the fourth seetion the characteristics of 

language tests are stated. The significance of these 

qualities 

tests is 

in preparing and us ing foreign language 

also stated in this section. 

tests. 

Seetion five includes the construction of language 

In this section, the significance of factors 

concerned with the planning and t he other procedures 

of language testing is alsa stated. 

The last section, seetion six, 

the problems in language testing. In 

is devoted to 

this section, 

the significance of a logical awareness of the problems 

involved in a testing system is also stated to determine 

what is feasible in individual situations. 

2.1. Educationa~ Uses of Language Tests 

It is certain that testing plays an important 

role ın many Aspects of the school program. Heaton 

(1975:1) emphasizes the role of testing on language 

teaching and indicates the two fold interrelation 

towards learning to evaluate student achievement. 

On the same parallel, Finocchiaro and Sako(l983:41) 

state that teaching and testing could be considered 

two sides of the same coin. And there is little doubt 

that in order to enable every teacher to make use 

of many benefits of a testing program, testing must 

be presented in a manner that can be understood. 
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the same token, Oller(l987:55) points out 

teaching and good testing are, or s hould 

be, indistinguishable. He alsa adds that given a richly 

a variety of testing organized episodic basis and 

procedures reflecting the wide -ranging uses of language, 

language tests can be heart and saul of language teaching. 

It is worth noting that testing relates to 

a multitude of f actors which concern both the quality 

and the learning achieved. of the teaching gi ven 

Additionally, · testing is not something that stands 

apart from teaching and learning. Because it is generally 

acknowledged that tests are all extensions of the 

teaching and learning situation. They may have same 

advantages for 

used, language 

bat h students and teachers. Properly 

test s provide the fallawing advantages, 

Lowe(l975:327). 

Advantages for the student: 

ı. Classr·oom testing most certain ly acts as 

a s timulus to study and real learning. If 

the student is made to see the correct purpose 

of testing, he will learn from hi s returned 

examination how well he has mastered the 

materials he was supposed to have learned, 

and wh ere his weakn esses are. 

2. Good testing encourages a ki nd of self-

examination and relearning process as the 
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student as k s himself why certain answers 

are incorrect. 

3. Good testing invokes for the student better 

method s of organization and preparation 

towards tests. 

4. Good testing helps to build up the student' s 

canfidence 

impartiali ty 

h is students. 

in 

and 

the teach e r's 

his desire 

Advantages to the teachers: 

fairness 

to h elp 

and 

all 

l. Good testing is an indication of how well 

the students have learned what the teacher 

has tried to teach them, and it points out 

where they require more help. 

2. Good testing feeds back 

information concerning 

to 

the 

the teacher 

effectiveness 

of his teaching methods. So it gives a starting 

point for consolidating the methods that 

have be en most helpful and for revising 

those that have not given good results. 

3. It enables the teacher to give a more accurate 

evaluation of the student's ability, or 

grade, or rank, to the administration, to 

the student himself, and to his parent or 

sponsor. 
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In other words, it may be said that tests can 

benefit students, teachers, and eve n administrators 

by confirming progress that has been made and showing 

how we can best redirect our future efforts. Moreover, 

good tests can sustain or enhance class morale and 

aid learning. 

According to 

testing is al wa ys 

making intelligent 

of action. He alsa 

Caroll(l961:31) the 

to render information 

purpose 

to aid 

of 

in 

decisions about possible courses 

adds that sametimes these decisions 

affect only the future design or use of the tests 

themselves, sametimes the decisions have to do with 

the retention or alteretion of courses of training, 

and most often, the decisions have to do with the 

management of the educational careers of individuals. 

In Oller's explanation(l987:42) any use of 

language that can be graded or evaluated may be considered 

as a language test. That' s why, it can be said that 

i f the for e i g n 1 an g u age tea c h e r s ar e re a 1 1 y to tea c h 

language skills it is essential for them to do classroom 

test ing. 

Ab out the same issue Lado(l961:22) indicates 

that the theory of language testing is based on present 

linguistic understanding of language and on observations 

concerning the role of habit in learning a foreign 

language. f herefore, it can be claimed that there 
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are three strands in language testing; language, learning 

and eı..raluation. In order to view those issues in same 

perspective, it will be helpful to look very briefly 

at histarical trends in language testing. 

2.2. Approaches in Language Testing 

According to Spolsky(l972:215 ) history seems 

to break itself in to three chronological periods. 

He distinguishes these three maın trends as: 1. The 

pre - scientific or traditional approach. 2. The psychometric 

structuralist or modern approach. 3. The integrative 

sociolinguistic or post - modern approach. 

2.2.1. The Traditional Approach 

According to Spolsky(l972:217) 

approach is pre-scientific. Because 

the 

it 

traditional 

devates no 

attention to such matters as reliability and objectivity 

and does not use statistical methods. It, therefore, 

can be called as methods of examining rather 

tests. 

than 

Spolsky(l972:14) alsa indicates that the most 

frequently used types of tests within the traditional 

aproach were translation, essay - writing, testing knowledge 

of grammar and sametimes oral tests. Therefore, it 

can be pointed out that the subjective character of 
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as s e s s m e nt ma d e i t d i f f i c u 1 t to c ompa re re s u 1 ts . T h i s 

raised doubts about the reliability, and, consequently, 

about the validity of these tests. 

2.2.2. The Psychometric-Structuralist Approach 

The second peri-od was jdenU fjed by Spols k y ( 1972:218) 

as the "Psychometric-Structuralist" perjod, from the 

early 1950's through the la te 1960 ' s. According to 

characterized by the him this approach ıs majnly 

conviction that 'testing can 

reliable, scientific ' . This 

be 

le d 

objective, precise, 

to the development 

of techniques to make traditional tests more reliable, 

and, on the other hand, to the development of tests 

with multiple-choice questions. 

The li nk between psychometrics and 

is mainly due to Lado(l961:20). Lada 

during this period placed great emphasis 

those particular elements 

and 

on 

of 

linguistics 

the others 

identifying 

the target and isolating 

language that 

analysis, to 

student. 

were anticipated, on the basis of contrastive 

po se specific learning problems for the 

According to finocchiaro and Sako(l983:263) 

in teaching, this approach was examplified by classroom 

or language laboratory drills on particolar target 

language structures, and in testing, a series of highly 
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focused items intended to measure, in a direct and 

unambiguous way, the student's ability or lack of 

ability to recognize or produce the particular structures 

involved. 

There's cansensus that this was a time when 

contrastive analysis was a thriving discipline, and 

that structural linguistics and behavioral psychology 

combined to provide a "scientific" a i r to language 

teaching. Like wise, testing focused on specific language 

elements such as phonological, grammatical, and lexi cal 

contrasts between two languages. 

Z.Z.J. The Integrative-Sociolinguistic Approach 

According to Spolsky(l972:225) this period 

is characterized by a widespread turning away from 

discrete po int structuralist approach toward an 

which views language learning (and language approach 

use) not as a mathematical sum-of-the-parts but as 

a dynamic, highly complex process involving psycholinguistic 

or socio lingui stic variables. These variables include: 

ı. the specific communicative intent of the 

speaker or writer (for example, to inform, 

convin ce, dissuade, ete. the listener or 

reader), 

2. the social/cultural roles be ing played by 

interlocutors, 
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3. the nature and amount of shared prior knowledge 

relative to the information being conveyed, 

4. the physical conditions under which the 

communication is taking place (for example, 

ina large! noisy party, ete.), 

5. a number of other phys ical, physchological, 

and societal aspects of the communicative 

situation. 

In this period , which begins in the early 1970's 

and continues to the present, the growing dissatisfaction 

with structuralism and behaviorism led to linguistic 

research on communicative competence and on the contexts 

of Language. In short, testers wer e realizing that, 

as Clark(l983:432) points out the whole of the communicative 

event was considerably greater than sum of its linguistic 

element s. Therefore, language testing specialists 

began to explore ways of testing the communicative 

compe t ence of second language learners. 

It m ay be said that language testing taday 

reflects current interest in teaching genuine communication, 

but it alsa reflects earlier concerns for scientifically 

sound te sts. In other word s testing during the la st 

century and the early decades of this one w as basically 

intuitive, or subjective and dependent on the personal 

impr:essions of teachers. After intuitive stage, testing 

enter:ed a scientific stage, a time that stressed objective 
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evaluation by language specialists. And it can be 

said that we are now in a communicative stage, a time 

when emphasize evaluation of language use rather than 

language form. 

In the recent literatura cloze test, editing 

test, dietatian and communicative tests have received 

quite a bit of attention. As Oller(l978:27) points 

out a cloze test is merely a passage with blanks inserted 

f.or words that have been deleted. In other words a 

standard cloze test ıs a text in which every nth word 

has been deleted. In cloze test the testee has to 

fill in the blanks. In an editing test he has to delete 

what is alien. An editing test is constructed by randamly 

inserting new words into an existing text. These words 

are systematically taken from same other text. 

a 

According 

testing device 

to Heaton(l975:186) dietatian as 

measures too many di fferent language 

features to be effective in providing a means of assessing 

any one particular skill. A standard dietatian task 

is one in which a learner has to write out in full 

an orally presented text. 

Development.s in communicative testing can be 

viewed as attempt.s to come to terms with the communicative 

language teaching movement. Brown(l987:230) indicates 

that a communicative test has to test for grammatical, 

discourse, sociolinguistic, and illocutionary competence 
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as well as strategic competence. It can be said that 

communicative testing has same clear advantages: the 

behaviour - oriented character, the specification of 

language 

of the 

use, and the close relation to the needs 

learner. However, the re are no clear results 

of emprical research into communicative testing. 

With this brief histarical back - drop, we can 

now look at sa me of the ways tests can be classified. 

2.3. Classification of Language Tests 

P.cc.ording to Harrison(l983:4) the appropriateness 

of a test is largely determined by its purpose. Language 

tests may be used for different purposes and there 

are many kinds of tests. 

On the same parallel, Spolsky(l972:28) distinguishes 

foreign 

to the 

language 

pt:ırposes 

test s int o two 

for which they 

classes 

are used. 

according 

According 

to him in the first class there are achievement tests, 

those concerned with what has been taught, and diagnostic 

tests, those concerned with what is about to be taught. 

In the second class, the re are achievement tests, 

concerned with what the subject can do now and predictive 

tests concerned with what he should be able to do 

in the 'future. On the other hand, he also states that 

t h i s tempo ra 1 d i s t i n c t i o n i s 1 e s s i m po r t an t t h a n t h e 

major functional one; exactly the same test can serve 
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as .a di.agnostic test before same m.ateri.al is t.aught 

and as an achievement test afıter it. Similarly, proficiency 

tests are generally used as predictors of future performance. 

According to Davies{l978:45) language test s 

may be 

These 

distinguished according to their four uses. 

p:raficiency, aptitude u ses are achievement, 

and diagnostic. He alsa symbolizes 

ın the fallawing figure 1. 

the differences 

Achievement 

Proficiency 

Aptitude 

Oiagnostic 

•4-----x 

4------------x------... v 
(X) • y 

4._-----------------x---------• 

Figure 1. The Differences in the Four Uses of Language 

Tests. Davies(l97S:45). 

As it is seen in the figure 1, the four uses 

are distinguished firstly 

Thus, a left -pointing 

in terms of subject matter. 

arraw represents past time 

and a right- pointing arraw represents future time. 

In this figure "x" is the pain t at which the test is 

taken. Additionally, there is a broken arrow which 

rep.resents what has been learned of a known or unknown 

syllabus. It can 

the ar-row relates 

to something else 

be alsa seen in the figure 1 that 

the language test under proficiency 

'Y', and under aptitude to itself(X). 
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2.3.1. Achievement or Attainment Test~ 

According to Davies(l978) these tests are concerned 

with assessing what has been learned of a known syllabus. 

And he alsa indicates that although the primary interest

in the past, very often same further use is made of 

the same test in or:der to make meaningful decisions 

about the pupils' future. 

In Finocchiaro and Sako's explanation(l983:15~ 

these test s are designed solely 

in the 

to cover materi al 

that has been presented classroom (or in a 

laboratory) during a period, but not the material 

which may not have been taught. They alsa state that 

achievement tests may be subdivided according to the 

time of the test admirüstration and the scope of the 

material. Language achie vement tests may be characterized 

as objective, subjective, or serni - objective according 

to the degree of possible bias in seering or grading. 

Finocchiaro and Saka 1983:16) defines s ome 

subtypes within the achi evement test category. The se 

are: Language behaviour tests, Specialized 

Test, Criterion - Referenced Tests, Cloze 

dictation-s. According to them, language 

Terminology 

Tests and 

behaviour 

tests are designed to determine the listen-ing or reading 

comprehension of the individual through the direct 

observation of his/her behaviour or performance. And 

the Specialized Terminology Test s are constructed 
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primarily to measure the learner's understanding or production 

of expressions peculiar to a technical or professional 

field of study. 

2.3.2. Proficiency Tests 

According to Oavies(l978:46) proficiency test s 

are concerned with assessing what has be en learned 

of a known or un known syllabus, hence the broken arrow 

in Figure ı. In other w o rds, the ai m of the proficiency 

test is to determine whether this language ability 

corresponds to specific language requirements. 

Finocchiaro and Sako(l983:2l) states that language 

proficiency tes ts are designed to measure control 

of language or cultural items and communication skills 

already present at the time of testing, irrespective 

of formal training. Such test s are generally u sed 

for specific purposes, for example, to determine selection 

of students for a specific program, to ascertain 

appropriate placement levels in courses or in advanced 

training programs, and to judge the examinee's readiness 

to perform specific tasks in a work activity. 

On the other hand, proficiency tests may alsa 

be classified according to the degree of bias of scoring. 

Many proficiency tests are considered as standardized 

tests. Finocchiaro and Sako(l983) give the fallawing 

types as the examples of language proficiency tests: 



Michigan Test of English 

Concepts foreign Language 

Level Examinations, TOEFL 
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language Proficiency, Comman 

fests, English Comprehension 

Tests, The Pimsleur Modern 

Foreign Language Proficiency Tests, The Cambridge 

English Examinations, The MLA foreign Language Proficiency 

Tests for Teachers, and many others. 

2.3.3. Aptitude Tests 

According to Davies(l978 ) aptitude tests assess 

proficiency in language for language use. Therefore, 

in Figure 1 the arrow relates the language test under 

proficiency to something else (Y), and under aptitude 

to 

is 

of 

itself (X). He alsa 

conceived 

ad ds 

of as 

that an aptitude test 

assessing the amount generally 

linguistic ski ll needed for le arning languages. 

By the same token, he represents the aptitude test 

as (X), in brackets in his fi gure. Because in aptitude 

research the goals should be set up first. 

As Finocchiaro and Sako(l983:23 ) po int out 

language aptitude tests (sometimes termed prognostic 

or predictive tests) are designed to predict, before 

beginning language study, a subject's probable capability 

of acquiring the language. According to them, aptitude 

test items center about factors considered predictive 

by researchers such as sound discrimination, association 

of sounds and symbols, grammatical sensitivity, and 
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langua~e interest (motivation for learning). Examples 

of aptitude tests are the Modern Language Aptitude 

Te st (that i s , the Ca ro 1 1 an d Sap o n Te ş t ) , the D e fe n s e 

Langua-ge Aptitude Test, the Pimsleur Language Aptitude 

Battery~ and the English Language Aptitude Test. 

2.3.4. Oiagnostic Language Tests 

Da vies ( l978:47) believes that t he djagnostic 

use differs from the others in that it relates to 

the use of the information obtained and to the absence 

of a skill in the learner. Achievement, proficiency 

and aptitude are all concerned with both use and skill. 

A diagnostic test is a use made by a teacher of the 

information provided from the presence or ab sence 

of pa~t of one of the skills. 

According to Finocchiaro and Sako(l983:22) 

a diagnostic language test seeks to identify the specific 

stren·gths and weaknesses of a foreign language student. 

A very specific weakness such as misuse of verb forms 

in several test items may be revealed, or more general 

problems in integrated skills of listening, reading, 

speaking, or writing may be brought to light. 

Finocchiaro and Sako(l983) alsa . indicate that 

a weli-kn.awn example of this type of test is the Diagnostic 

Test for Students of English as a Second Language, 
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which is designed to give part scores in the specific 

areas of English structure and idiomatic vocabulary. 

2.4. Characteristics of Tests 

It is certain that a teacher who is unaware 

of the relationship between the content of a test 

and the consistency of its results is in danger of 

test s which produce misleading informatjon writing 

ab out his students. Because certain crjteria should 

be satisfied in an effectjve testing process. 

As Krashen(l982:176) points out a go o d test 

. needs to meet certain standards. In other words, a 

good test must be (1) valid, (2) reliable and (3) 

practical. These three principal qualities are generally 

considered when developing and judging language tests. 

There is little doubt that the moi'e valid, reliable 

and practical a test is, the bettei' the evaluation is. 

These characteristics can be divjded into other 

subgroups, but 

main features 

they are large enough to 

involved on an ideal test. 

cover 

That's 

the 

why 

a brief review of these criteria will help us to see 

their place and requirements in a testing situation. 

2.4.1. Validity 

Test validity is considered as the most critical 

factor to be judged in the total program of foreign 
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language testing. Heaton(l975:153) points out that 

the validity of a test is the extent to which it measures 

what it is supposed to measure and nothing e l se. 

About the same issue, Lado(l961:30) indicates 

that vali ·dity is not general but specific. He states 

tha t if .a test of pronunciation measures p ronunciation 

and n cıthi:ng else, it is a valid test of pronunciation. 

It \'Jould not be a valid test of grammar or vocabulary 

bece use it does not test grammar or vocabul.ary. 

According to Finocchiaro and Sako(l983:24) 

two questions mu st be considered when determining 

test validity of a 

of the l .anguage is 

how well does it, 

foreign language test. What aspects 

the test designed to measure, and 

in fact, measure the global skills 

or the discrete elements of the language. 

There are many diffe~ent kinds of validity. 

Below are short explanations of five primary validity 

concepts. 

a. Content Validity: Harrison(l983:ll) states 

that content validity is concerned wit h what goes 

on int o t he test. It is assured by checking all i tems 

in the test to make certain that they correspond to 

the instructional objectives of the course, whether 

they a~e discrete or integrative language skills. 

According to Finocchiaro and Sako(l983:25) 

given the measurement objective of the test(diagnostic, 
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achi evement, ete.) the closer the test i tems correspond 

to the functional or signif icant elements of the language, 

the higher the content validity. 

b. Cancurrent Vahdity: In validating a new 

test, the writer seeks to obtain a high correlation 

af test scores with an independent eriterian or standard . 

.:..::cording to Finocchiaro and Sako ( l983:26) a mechanism 

ascertaining cancurrent validity could fallaw 

pattern such as the following: A new language test 

ıs adm ini stered to students in the course for which 

the test is developed, and scores are recorded for 

each student. These scores are then compared to the 

eriterian test grades or the teachers' ratings. The 

relationship of the two is a measure of cancurrent 

\alidity. 

c. Predictive Validity: This type of validity 

is especially used in the validation of language aptitude 

tests. finocchiaro and Sako(l983) point out that this 

\alidity i s generally determined by adıninister ing 

t h e t e s t t o a g r o u p o f p ro sp e c t i ve s tu d e n t s , fo 1 1 o w i n g 

their progress in their language courses, obtaining 

data about each of them on same eriterian measure 

and then computing the correlation coefficient between 

the 

or 

aptitude 

data. Th e 

test scores and the 

higher the correlation, 

predictive power of the test. 

eriterian grades 

the better the 
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d. Construct Validity: This 

specific characteristics expected 

validity measures 

of the student in 

certain situations. first those specific characteristics 

should :be presumed and then be tested. If test results 

c o n f i rm ttı -em w e c a n sa y t h a t t h e t e s t h as c o n s t r u c t 

validity. 

Acc:ording to Finocchiaro and 5ako(l983 ) construct 

validity irıd i cates why a test may be useful(what trait 

it reall y measures) and whether the test might alsa 

be useful for other purposes when knowledge about 

the demonstrably measured trait ıs important. 

e. face Validity: It is concerned with w hat 

teachers and students think of the test. Face validity 

is considered as a judgement about a test based on 

the way the test looks to educators, students, and 

the general public. finocchiaro and Sako(l983) indicate 

that the test should not only "be right", it should 

alsa "look ri ·ght". 

find 

and 

.Acc·ording to 

out about face 

Harrison(l983) the only 

validity is to ask the 

students concerned for the ir opinions, 

way to 

teachers 

either 

formally by means of a questionnaire or informally 

by discussion in class or staff room. 

2.4.2. Reliability 

It is generally acknowledged that reliability 

is a prerequisite eriterian for a valid test. The 
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reliability of a test is considered as its consistency. 

According to Paterno(l961:20) 

reliability is as useless as a 

a test that lacks 

thermometer that gave 

different readings when the temparature of the aır 

was the same. 

Brown ( l987:221) indicates that if we give the 

sa me test to the 

on two different 

same subject 

occasions, the 

or matched subjects 

test itself should 

yield similar results; it should have test reliability. 

In Oller's explanation(l979:4) the reliability of 

a test is a matter of how consistently it produces 

similar results on different occasions under similar 

circumstances. 

Heaton(l975:155) defines the term "reliability" 

in .great detail 

importance ın 

and classroom 

noting that a 

and says that reliability is of primary 

the use of achievement, proficiency 

tests. According to him, it is worth 

test can be reliable without ne cessarily 

possessing validity. However, it can be said that 

reliability is clearly inadequate by itself if a test 

does not succeed in measuring what is supposed to 

measure. 

Finocchiaro and Sako(l983:28) po int out the 

fallawing factors whi ch m ay affect the reliability 

or stabil ity of a test: variation in testing conditions, 

differences in administrative instructions, inaccuracy 

in scoring, inadequate sampling of test items and 
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reducing subjective scoring of the test. These factors 

will tend to decrease test reliability. 

2.4.3. Practicality 

It can be sa i d that the main questions of 

practicality are administrati ve. Practicalit y is a 

general te rm to co ver s ome criteria of usabilit y , 

such as economy, scorability and administrab i lity 

of tests. 

According to Finocchiaro and Sako ( l983:30) 

one valid step in reducing the cost of testing is 

through the reuse of test booklets. Tests should be 

as economical 

of a language 

as possible in 

test is further 

cost. The 

determined 

practicality 

by i ts ease 

of scoring. Scoring which can be done by hand through 

the use of scoring keys or by machines provides objectivity 

in test grading. Anather factor in test practicality 

is that the testing instrument must be easy to administer 

to the examinees. Instructions of the tests should 

be clear enough to the students. If the students fa i 1 

to understand the procedure , they cannot demonstrate 

their actual performance. 

Tuckman(l975:302) introduces the fallawing 

checklist to determine the usability of a test. If 

a test satisfies these aspects it is a practical test. 
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Is My Test Usable? 

1. Is it short enough to avoid being tedious? 

a. Ooes it stop short of creating fatigue, 

stress or boredom? 

b. Have I tried to make it as short as 

possible within the limits of reliability 7 

2. Is it practical for classroom use? 

a. Can it be used conveniently in a classroo m7 

b. Is it within the limits of available 

teacher time? 

c. Can it be used to test all students? 

d. Is it realistic about the kinds of equipment 

and physical set-up it requires? 

3. Are there standard procedures for administration? 

a. Are the re clear, written instructions? 

b. Can it be administered by sameone other 

than me? 

c. Can it be gıven in a nonthreatening, 

nondiscriminatory way? 

4. Can students comprehend it and relate to it? 

a. Is it written at a level 

understand? 

students can 

b. Is it interesting, clever, or provacative? 

c. Is it written to engage students? 

It is certain that to prepare valid, reliable 

and practical classroom test s is greatly achieved 

if a series of basic steps is followed. In the fallawing 

seetion the basic step s of classroom testing will 
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be presented to determine the features of a feasible 

test and to analyze an administered test at the Faculty 

of Engineering. 

2.5. Construction of language Tests 

According to Harris(l961:27) the construction 

of an educational test includes the fallawing steps': 

1. Planning the test. 

2. Preparing the test items and directions. 

3. Submitting the test material to review and 

revising on the basis of review. 

4. Pretesting 

results. 

the materi al and analyzing the 

5. Assembling the final form of the test. 

6. Reproducing the test. 

On the same parallel, Gronlund(l976:35) introduces 

the fallawing Figure 2. to deseribe basic steps in 

classroom testing. 

According to Gronlund(l976) the first fo ur 

steps in this figure are the factors concerned with 

the planning of classroom tests. Steps 5- 8 are the 

factors concerned with the other procedures in testing. 

W e have chosen to deseribe the planning of 

an achievement test in this study. Because the tests 

we adıninister at the Faculty of Engineering, can be 

classified in this group. By the same token, it is 
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ı. Determining the purpose of tes U ng 

; 2. Devel.opirıg the test specificat ions 
: 

3. Selecting appropriate item types 

4. Preparing relevant test items 

5. Asse mbUng the test 

6 . · Administering the test 

7. Appraising the test 

8. Us ing the results 

i i 
GOAL 

Improved learning 

and instruction 

Figure 2. Basic Steps in Classroom Testing, 

Gronlund(l976:35) 

certain that very similar procedures would be followed 

in the planning of a general proficiency test, except 

that the test outline would have to be built on a 

broader base than s imply the content of a sing le course. 

2.5.1. Determining the Purpose of Testing 

Harris(l961) indicates that in the preparation 

of an achievement test, one may base the test objectives 

directly on the objectives of the course. Achievement 
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tests should directly utilize the vocabulary, grammatical 

structures and content of the texts and materials 

which have been used prior to testing. 

As Finocchiaro and Sako(l983:97) point out 

of language objectives 

test to 

naturally differ with 

be constructed~ the age 

the 

and 

type 

learning level 

of the student, and other . such relevant factors as 

the country or school-wide policy, the curriculum, 

and the importance gı1.en to foreign languages in the 

nation asa whole. That's why, if the task is to construct 

language achievement test, the objecti ves should 

adhere closely to the instructional materi al use d 

and to the course content. 

2.5.2. Developing The Test Specifications 

Gronlund(l976:54 ) cites the fallawing questions 

as criteria to develop sound objectives for a particular 

COUTSe. 

ı. Do the objectives include all important 

outcomes of the course? 

2. Are the objectives in harmony with the general 

goals of the course? 

3. Are the objectives in harmony with so und 

principles of learning? 
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4. Are the objectives realistic in terms of 

the abilities of the students and the time 

and facilities available? 

5. Are the objectives defined in terms of changes 

in pupil behaviour? 

The test specifications can be developed by 

obtaining a representative sample of student performance 

in each of the areas to be measured. According to 

Harris(l961) the first step is determining the general 

course objectives. 

are formulated by 

General instructional 

the national curriculum 

objectives 

authorities. 

For the teachers who teach the same subject at the 

same school the statements from the national curriculum 

which are based on a taxonomy of educational objectives 

serve as a frame of reference. Because the national 

curriculum center, of course, does not state objectives 

for every school and for different text books. Therefore, 

t:he teachers study the contents of the text book and 

the objectives in the given curriculum in relation 

to their particular situation. 

Harris(l96l) defines the next step as dividing 

the general course objectives into their components. 

Because the objectives we defined in step one were 

extremely broad. In this step, listening, speaking, 

reading, and writing each include four elements. These 

are: 
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l. Phonolgy/orthography: The sound system ( i n 

listening and speaking) 

(in reading and writing). 

2. Grammatical structure: 

and graphic system 

This is the s y stem 

of grammatical signaling devices. Not all 

grammatical patterns are equally c o mman 

in the written and the spoken forms o f the 

language. 

3 .• Vocabulary: The lexical items 

function 

skills. 

4. Rate and 

effectively 

general 

in each of 

fluency: The 

needed to 

the fo ur 

sp e ed and 

ease with which the user of a language can 

decode and encode messages. 

2.5.3. Selecting The Appropriate Item Types 

I t can be said that the items used in classroom 

tests are typically divided into two general categories: 

1. The objective item, which is highly structured 

and requires the student to supply a word 

or two, or to select the correct answer 

from among a limited number of choices. 

Z. The essay question which permits the students 

to select, organize, and present the answer 

in essay fo r .m. Selection should be m ade 

according to the purpose of testing. 
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According to Heaton(l975:13) a good classroom 

test will probably contain both subjective and objective 

test items. And he presents fallawing examples of 

objective test items (excluding multiple-choice items): 

1. Transformation: 

John Fairbanks i s a very fast runner. 

John Fairbanks runs 

2. Completion: 

The time is now half ......•. ten 

3. Combination: 

Steve did his homework. Then he went swimming. 

(After) 

4. Addition (Grammar): 

YET ...•..•. Haven't you seen this film? 

5. Rearrangement: 

at/poor/Look/that/girl/young 

6. Correct/Incorrect (or True/False) 

Put a tick if the statement is correct and 

a cross if it ıs incorrect. 

ı. The sun rises in the East ( ) 

2. Fish can't fly, but birds can 

3. When ice melts, it turns into water 

Heaton(l975) alsa adds that although the examples 

have been confined to the testing of grammar, many 

of the item types can be used equally, successfully 
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to test vocabulary as well as aspects of the reading, 

writing~ listening and speaking skills. 

It is obvious that each type of test item is 

efficient for measuring same learning outcomes and 

inefficient, or inappropriate for measuring others. 

The multiple-cheice item is the most generally adaptable 

type of te st item. The essay and other supply t ypes 

are the most effective for measuring the ability to 

organize data, the ability to present original ideas, 

and for same types of problem solving situat ion s. 

2.5.4. Preparing Relevant Test Items 

Finocchiaro and Sako(l983:64 ) state that only 

teacher can decide which i tems ful fi ll students' needs 

best. It is obvious that same test items and tasks 

will test the students' recogni tion of same language 

elements, while others will measure their ability to 

produce the element in a meaningful context. 

fh erefore, in attempting to construct test 

items of average difficulty we should avoid resorting 

to undesirable methods for obtaining difficulty. For 

obvious reasons the fallawing barriers should be eliminated 

from the test. 

l. Ambiguous statements 

2. Excessive wordiness 
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3. Difficult vocabulary 

4. Complex sentence structure 

5. Unclear instructions 

6. Unclear Illustrative material 

On the other hand, same clues lead the nonachiever 

to the correct answer and thereby prevent the items 

from functioning as intended. Same comma n clues in 

test items are these: 

ı. - Grammalical inconsistencies 

2. Verbal associations 

3. Specific determiners 

4. Phrasing of correct respanses 

5. Length of correct respanses 

6. Location of correct respanses 

2.5.5. Assembling The Test 

It can be said that no matter how carefully 

we prepare test items, our test still needs reviewing. 

According to Harris(l96l:29) 

multiple-cheice or sh ort 

in the preparation 

answer(supply) items, 

of 

it 

is always necessary to write more items than will 

be needed in the final form of the test. Because same 

items can easily be added or deleted after a careful 

review of the complete calleetion of items. 

As Finocchiaro and Sako(l983:207) po int out 

when all the test items have been written, they should 
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be examined or edited by a fellow language teacher 

or a language specialist. As we attempt to increase 

the difficulty of an item, we may introduce same 

ambiguity. Th ese problems may include: no clear-cut 

answer , doub le answers, re wording needed for c lar it y, 

testing obj-ecti ves not apparent, improvement needed 

in distracters, or inadequate variation in the order 

of dist r acters from group to group. 

On the other hand, written directions and 

information are considered as the necessary part of 

According to Harris(l96l) test directions the test. 

should be brief, simple to understand, and free from 

p o s s i b le a mb i g u i ti e s . The fallawing information should 

be put on the t est paper: 

1. Name of te subject. 

2. Content of the test: The content area of 

the test is an aid to classify the items 

fo-r the item bank. It is alsa necessary 

for content validity. 

3. Number of items and scores alloted to each 

item should be written. 

allawed for answering: A 

solution to this is that; a fter 

is assembled an English teacher 

all the questions, the time he 

dn~b l ed for the students. 

practical 

the test 

answers 

sp e nt is 
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5. Basis for answering: The 

test 

directions for 

each seetion of the should indicate 

the basis for selecting or supplying the 

answer. To include samp le test item s is 

helpful for the students. 

6. How to mark the answers: Directions should 

indicate whether the students circle, underline, 

put a tick or put a cross out the correct 

item. 

7. Page notice: Experience has shown that same 

student s have missed the i t ems on the back 

8. 

pages. Noti ces like, "turn over", "continue 

to the next page", and "end of test" are 

useful. 

Directions for guessing: If the re is a 

correction for guessing, the directions 

might say: "If you do not k now ttııe answer, 

do not guess, for guessing will lower your 

score." If there is no penalty for guessing 

the directions mu st say: "Try to answer 

every question, even if you are not sure 

your answer is correct". 

2.5.6. Administering The Test 

According to F i n o c c h i a ro and S.a:ko{l983:217) 

test administration problems include the control of 
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testing environment, test examiner qualifications, 

the presentation 

of the test and 

end of the test. 

They 

of test 

calleetion 

out 

instructions, the 

of test materials 

that an ideal 

environment 

alsa point 

may be hard to obtain, but attention 

be given to the fallawing factors: 

timing 

at the 

testing 

should 

ı. The testing room should be quiet and well 

illuminated. 

2. Ventilation, temparature, and humidity should 

be controlled when possible. 

3. Seats should be far enough apart to prevent 

distraction or coping of information from 

neighboring examinees. 

On the other hand, the examiners should alsa 

b e f am i 1 i ar w i t h the p ur po s e o f the te st , the te st 

materials, and the directions for the examinees. The 

examiner must tell the examinees exactly what 

are to do. 

:It is generally acknowledged that in 

they 

order 

to observe uni form testing condi tions for all testing 

sessions, time must be accurately adhered to. 

Additionally, it is certain that scoring procedures 

for language tests are very important. Because scoring 

same items causes same difficulties and differences 
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in scores at our schools. As finocchiaro and Saka 

(1983:219) define there are two principal types of 

scoring: objective and subjective. 

Objective scoring: When a test can be scored 

with no variation of opinion among the possible scorers, 

the scoring of such a test is said to objecti ~ e. In 

objective scoring tests should be scored by personnel 

who have had training and experience in scorıng~ and, 

for many types of tests, by persons who kno~ both 

the native and the foreign language. 

Subjective scoring: The eva l uation of overall 

oral proficiency is necessarily a subject i ve type 

of measurement. According 

scoring of 

to 

this 

Finocchiaro and Saka 

(1983:221) the type of test requires 

mor e highly skilled persons than those needed for 

scoring objective-type tests. In evaluation of writing 

proficiency, a test that requires only the production 

of words is the easiest to grade and is the least 

subjective while a test that requ ires production of 

sentences and paragraphs is the most di fficult to 

grade and is alsa the most subjective. 

Finocchiaro and Sako(l983) introduce one example 

of weights given in the evaluation of essay test components 

in the fallawing figure 3. 

According to Finocchiaro and Sako(l983) in 

figure 3, the weights are determined for each of the 
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22 

22 
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C o m p o n e n t s 

Quantity of writing produced (number 

of valid lines or paragraphs) 

Number of valid ideas and their organization 

into a logical, 

who le 

coherent, comprehensible 

Grammatical correctness and appropriateness 

Choice (richness and appropriateness) 

of vocabulary and idiomatic expressıon 

Sensitivity to the situational 

(where this is pertinent) 

Punctuation 

Spelling 

Style (appropria t enes~, coherence) 

Penmanship 

cantext 

Figure 3. An Example of Evaluation of Es say Test 

Components, Finocchiaro and Saka (1983:231). 

elements involved in an essay test. They alsa indicate 

that to minimize the subjectivity of evaluation, model 

answers should be prepared at each learning level 

i n w h i c h an e s say i s g iv e :n • It i s w ort h n ot i n g that 

although the Figure 3 represents an example of evaluation 

of essay test components, the weights in any given 

test may vary according to the communicative, social, 

or professional needs of the students. That's why, 
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it can be said that weights should be determined in 

advance and preferably by examiners who have had thorough 

training in rating similar tests. 

2.5.7. Using The Result 

and 

Accord i ng 

Sako ( l983:32 ) 

to Davies ( l978:42) 

evaluation results 

and Finocchiaro 

are used for 

the fallawing purposes: 

ı. Progress: The point of tests with a progress 

aım is to compare pupils not with one anather 

but with an already de t ermined standard. 

To this end, these test results can be used 

as diagnostic measures to indicate weaknesses 

and strengths to both the teacher and the 

student and, where appropriate, the parent. 

In other words, evaluation results can be 

u sed to report student progress to teachers, 

parents, ete. 

2. To use in guidance and counselling: Evaluation 

results are use d in helping the students 

solve personal and social adjustment problems 

all require an objective knowledge of the 

student's abilities, attitudes and other 

personal characteristics. 

3 . To use in school administration: Collected 

data from evaluation helps to judge the 
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extent to 1·ıhich the 

are being achieved, 

objectives of 

to identi fy 

the school 

strengths 

and weaknesses in the curriculum. Evaluation 

alsa provides the information on which to 

adminis trativ e decisions base 

the place ment, grouping and 

students. 

2.6. Problems In Language Testing 

As 

twenty-five 

of English 

Harris(l961:312) points out 

years, the methods used in 

as a foreign language-or for 

concerning 

promotion of 

in the la st 

the teaching 

that matter, 

the teaching of an y language as a foreign, or second, 

language-h~ve been modified, expanded, improved, examined, 

and dicussed. He als o 

classroom teachers are 

s tate s 

still 

that 

left 

unfortunately, many 

with the problem 

of developing materials for use with their students. 

Moreover, even if they are able to obtain a useful 

series of integrated texts, these teachers are still 

f aced with the problem of writing supplementary material 

to fit their particular needs as well as preparing 

langua-ge tests. 

A large number of teaching aids have proved 

to be very 

Introduction 

useful in second-language 

of challenging teaching 

instructions. 

aids enables 

people to learn a foreign language in such a short 
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time interval which could not have been dreamt of 

in the 1950's or 60 ' s. Naturally this rapid progress 

has brought new perspectives into language testing, 

and same traditional aspects of tests have been revised. 

Concepts -such as communicative competence and real - life 

language ski l ls h a ve changed the designs of tests. 

According t o Madsen(l983:7 ) in this co mmun i cative 

era of testing, t he best exams are those that combine 

various subskil l s as we do when exehanging ideas orally 

or in 

do not 

writing. That's 

feel t hemselves 

why, now teachers sametimes 

comfortable with deciding the 

appropriateness of tests by which they measure student 

assessment. 

It can be said that there are same technical 

problems dealing with appropriateness of tests. According 

to Kohonen(l976:34 ) if we want to measure our students' 

.ability to express themselves in a second language, 

there is probably no other way for doing this properly 

than having them talk and than assessing the performance 

subjectivel y , no ma t ter how time consuming or unreliable 

such measurement ma y be. 

On the other hand, one of the most outstanding 

shortcomings of modern 

insufficiency of tests 

Heaton(l975:7) production 

that the student will 

language testing is the 

of production. According to 

items do not always guarantee 

deal with the specific matter 
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the examiner had in mind. In this case the test item 

is not entirely satisfactory. 

The re are several unanswered questions ab out 

objective test s. The p rob le m of gi v ing mor e emphasi s 

on the negative .aspects of language learning has not 

been solved by many testing techniques. 

Briefly, it may be said that there is no single 

solution to problems of second language testing mentioned 

in this part. As Kohonen(l976:41) proposes that problems 

have to be solved case by case, depending on the purpose 

of testing: what kind of second language command a 

teacher wan ts to measure, and what he needs the information 

for. Thus, the choice of the types of tests and items 

to be used must be considered in the light of current 

aims of teaching, purpose of testing, and resources 

available. 

comman 

Acco r ding 

testing 

to Henning(l982:33) there 

mistakes for EFL teachers 

are same 

to avoid. 

As he points out the lists of comman testing problems 

provided here can 

as follows: General 

be grouped 

examination 

int o four . categories 

characteristics, item 

characteristics, test validity concerns, and administrative 

and scoring issues. 

General examination characteristics: 

1. Tests which are to o di fficul t or to o easy: 

When tests are too difficult or too easy, 
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there is an accumulation of scores at the 

lower or higher ends of the senring range. 

So as a result of such boundary effects, 

there is information lass and reduced capacity 

of the test to discriminate among students 

in their ability. 

2. An insufficient number of items: Tests may 

be too long and thus needlessly tire the 

students. On the other hand, a more comman 

mistake is for a test to be too short and thus 

unreliable. 

3. Redundancy of test type: In testing general 

language proficiency, 

to devise a battery 

it is comman practice 

of subtests to e nsure 

that all important language skills are covered 

by the test as a who le. It has been demonstrated, 

for example, that inclusion of subtests of 

error identification, grammar 

a nd 

accuracy, 

composition vocabulary recognition, 

writing "leaves no room" for a subtest of 

listening comprehension. Many such 

indiscriminately maintained proficiency 

test s are inefficient in the sen se that 

they carry too much extra baggage. 

4. Lack of canfidence measures: When logically 

developed tests are used for important evaluative 

decisions, estimates of reliability and 
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validity should be. provided for these tests. 

It is not uncommon for unwarranted reliance 

to be placed in s ome foreign stadardized 

test when the characteristics of the population 

with reference to which it was developed 

are vastly di fferent from those of the population 

w ith which it i s be ing use d. Va st di fferences 

of this sart i mply a need for reanalysis 

of the test in t he new situation. 

5. Neg at i ve 

Through 

of the 

washback 

use of 

language 

through non-occurent forms: 

inappropriate 

it is possible 

structures 

to teach 

errors to the students. Consider the fallawing 

items: 

I •...••• here sınce two o'clock. 

a. am being b. have been c. will be d. am be 

Dptian 'd' clearly does not exist 

natural cantext in the 

exists 

English 

that a 

in any 

language. 

learner, The possibilit y 

particularly at 

learn t h is form 

the beginning stage, might 

and entertain the thought 

that 'am' may serve as an auxiliary of be. 

Item characteristics: 

6. Trick q uestions: The use of trick questions 

mu st be avoided. Consider the fallawing 

exampl.e: 
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I did not observe him not failing to do his 

work because he was 

a. always working. 

c. · cons i sten tly lazy 

b. ever conscientious. 

d. never irresponsible 

Here, the st em contains a double - negative 

structure that stretches the bounds of normal 

E n g 1 i s h u sa ge . That 1 s w h y , ma n y o f the b et ter 

students who have greater mastery of the 

lexicon can be fooled, v~hile weaker stude nt s 

manage to pass, perhaps by attending to 

the fact that aptian 'c 1 is di fferent from 

the other options. 

7. Redundant wording: A comman problem in i tem 

writing, particularly of multiple-choice 

items, is needless repetit .ion. An example 

would be the following: 

He went to school .•......•••••... 

a. because he wanted to learn more. 

b. because he wanted to me et new friends. 

c . because he wanted to get a better job. 

d. because he wanted to please his parents. 

Such an item is better written as follows: 

He went to school because he wanted to ....•... 

a. learn mor e. 

b. meet new friends. 
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c. get a better job. 

d. please his parents. 

8. Divergence cues: In writing options for 

multiple-cheice type items it is important 

not to provide cu es regarding the cheice 

of the correct option. Consider the folloL'IIing 

example: 

In the story it was raining because .......... . 

a. the sky was dark. 

b. everyone insisted on wearing an overcoat 

and carrying an umbrella outside. 

c. it was that time of the year. 

d. they heard thunder. 

W ithout having re ad the story, w e would 

imagine that 'b' was the correct answer 

merely because greater detail is offered. 

Test validity concerns: 

9. Mixed content: Sametimes test s have be en 

claimed to measure something different from 

what many of their items are actually measuring. 

The fallawing two items are offered by li'Jay 

of example. The first item was said to measure 

knowledge of ver b tenses; the second w as 

said to measure vocabulary recognition: 

He ••••••.••• the man yesterday. 

a. see b. sa w c. will see d.is seeing 
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The lady to many cities in Europe 

last year. 

a. visited b. traveled c. visits d. elimbed 

I n the first 

tense, we find 

example, purported 

aptian 'a' actually 

to test 

measures 

knowledge of subject-verb agreement. Similarly, 

the second item, supposedly measuring vocabular y 

recognition, includes aptian 'c' which test 

tense. These kin d of inconsistencies mak e 

for invalid tests. 

10. Wrong med i um: Sametimes reading-comprehension 

questions require accurate written respanses 

to show comprehension of the passage. According 

to Henning(l975:27) such tests are invalid 

in the s ense that they measure something 

other than what they are intended to measure. 

Care must be taken that the response medium 

be representative of the skill being tested. 

il. Comman knowledge: Items that require common-

knowledge respanses must alsa be avoided. 

Consider the fallawing ite ms: 

According to the story, Napoleon was bor n 

in 

a. England b. Germany c. France d. Italy 

Obviously, responding correctly to such an 

item does not entail the ability to comprehend a reading 

passage. 
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Henning(l982:37) alsa states that these problems 

are surprisingly comman in the preparation of classroom 

EFL tests. He adds that other problems may alsa be 

cited, but the ones given here are certainly among 

the more common. 

Grittner(l969:342) introduces the fallawing 

checklist of basic principles for constructing achievement 

tests to serve as a guideline for EFL teachers in 

the preparation of their own examinations. 

A checklist of basic principles for constructing 

achievement tests: 

ı. Test that which has been taught. 

tests can involve: 

Normally 

a. Simple recall of prelearned material. 

b. Rearrangement of prelearned material. 

2. In presenting test items it is considered 

good practice to: 

a. Begin with the simplest items. 

b. Proceed to the more difficult items. 

3. !n selecting test items remember to: 

a. Choose problem sounds, structures, and 

word~order sequences. 

b. Avoid tongue twisters and absurdities. 

4. In setting up multiple-choice items 

comman practice to: 

it is 
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a. Include at least one 'distractor'. 

b. Include two plausible but incorrect items. 

c. Include only one unambiguous item which 

correctly answers the question. 

5. Directions on the test should be in English. 

However, the questions (multiple-choice 

items) should be mostly in the target language. 

To sum up, testing plays an important role 

in many aspects of the school program. Because tests 

are considered as all extensions of the teaching and 

learning situation. And alsa, histarical trends reflect 

that the parallel between language teaching and testing 

represents a healthy correlation bet ween the two fields. 

That' s why, it can be said that the re are many kinds 

of tests, each with a specific purpose and a particular 

eriterian to be measured. Additionally, it is generally 

acknowledged that the three main requirements of a 

test are validity, reliability and practicality. If 

the se three axiomatic criteria are 

a test should then be administrable 

carefully 

within 

met, 

given 

constraints, be dependable and actually measure what 

it intends to measure. Thus, it 

designing language tests must 

is obvious that 

have a clear 

anyone 

idea-or 

as clear an idea as possible- of both why he is testing 

and what he is testing. And if the comman testing 

mistakes are avoided or resolved, the quality of EFL 

testing will improve. 



CHAPTER III 

THE RESEARCH METHOD 

In this chapter " Research design", "Subjects", 

"Data collection", and "Data analysis" are presented. 

3.1. Research Design 

In order to answer the questions introduced 

in the "Problem" seetion (c f. ı. 2) and to achieve 

the purpose set in the "Purpose of the study" seetion 

(c f. ı. 3)' an extensive questionnaire was prepared 

to demonstrate the extent of agreement or disagreement 

on the appropriateness of English language tests among 

teachers (cf. Appendix A-1). 

The questions of the questionnaire are intended 

to reflect the updated opinions in the field of testing 

in a global form. Therefore, the questionnaire can 
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serve to provide innovations for the teachers who 

knnw little about testing. For the subjects' ease 

the questionnaire w as introduced the m in the form 

of an interview and the answers were recorded by the 

interviewer. The underlying purpose of this technique 

wa s to minimize the mechanical nature of the questionnaires 

and to make the teachers feel comfortable. 

In this study, there i s alsa an analysis of 

a midterm test administered at the faculty of Engineering 

in 1989-90 academic year (cf. Appendix B-1). This 

test w as ad mi ni s te red to the st ud ents soan a ft e rwards 

ef th e questionnaire applied to the teachers. In the 

.analysis of the test, the testing mistakes were classified 

into three categories according to the checklists 

given by Henning (1982: 33) and Grittner (1969: 342), 

{cf. 2.6). 

3.1.1. Description of Questionnaire 

In this study, the questionnaire includes twenty 

four questions. The questions of the questionnaire 

.ca n b e c 1 as s i f i e d i n e i g ht group s accord i n g to the i r 

\'farying aspects. 

In the first group, there are three questions 

{It ems 1-3). These questions are about teaching and 

testing 

includ es 

experiences of 

two questions 

the subjects. 

(Items 4-5) to 

about present tests and objective testing. 

Second group 

collect data 
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'fwo questions (Items 6-7) can be considered 

in the third group to ascertain information about 

the comments of teachers on the certain types of tests 

and pucposes of language tests. In the fourth group, 

there are two questions (Items 8-9) about the extent 

of c'Ooperation between the teachers at the Faculty 

of Engineering. 

Group five i ncludes three questions (Items 

10-12). This group aims at collecting data about the 

opinions of teachers on the use of test results. In 

the sixth group, there are fou:r questions (Items 13 - 16) 

on the language learning issue related with the tests. 

in the seventh group, there are two questions 

(Items 17 - 18 ) . The se questions concentrate on the 

opinions of teachers about the way in which learner 

is taken into account on tests. Finally, the last 

group, group eight, includes five questions (Items 

19 -23). These questions de al with the opinions of 

teachers about miscellaneous aspects of the tests. 

3.2. Subjects 

In this study, nine English language teachers 

of the Faculty of Engineering at Bademlik -E xtension 

Campus of Anadolu University comprised the interviewees 

of the questionnaire. 
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There are nine teachers of English as a foreign 

language at 

of teachers 

the Faculty of Engineering. The number 

who have a length of experience between 

5 and 9 years is six. One teacher has 19 years of 

experience and two most experienced teachers have 

been teaching for thirty years. 

as the subjects for this study. 

3.3. Data Calleetion 

In this study, data was 

All of them served 

collected through a 

questionnaire and by an analysis of a midterm test 

which are supposed to be suitable 

of the study. 

for the purpose 

In order to collect data, the results of the 

questionnaire were interpreted and evaluated through 

the help of tables for each question. 

test 

On the other hand, in the analysis of the sample 

three categories are taken into consideration. 

The general ex.amination characteristics, item characteristics 

and test 

evaluated. 

validity concerns of 

Data collected from 

the 

the 

sample test 

analysis of 

are 

the 

midterm test was contrasted with the results taken 

from the questionnaire in the Discussion and Suggestions 

Chapter (cf. 5.1). 
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3.4. Data Aoalysis 

The results of the questionnaire are rnade significant 

through the application of percentage system. In the 

analysis of the results 23 tables were used. 

means that there i s one table for each question. 

This 

Although 

c ho sen the re 

questionnair.e. 

a elesed questioning technique w as 

are same open-ended 

Un(ortunately, the 

questions 

subjects 

in the 

didn't 

pay any attention to those open-ended questions. Therefore, 

I found this limit ation a serious handicap in determining 

the tendeney to help to improve the present language 

testing system among classroom teachers. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS Of RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The specific aim of this study is to demonstrate 

the extent of agreement and disagı:eement on the 

appropriateness of language test s administered at 

the Faculty of Engineering, Anadolu University, from 

the language teachers' points of view. This study 

alsa tries to find out information about the present 

situation of English language tests administered at 

this faculty. To achieve these tasks, the research 

has been carried out by use of a detailed questionnaire 

and by an analysis of a sample test administered at 

this school. 

4.1. Evaluation and Interpretation of Results 

This part consists of the analysis ·of teacher' s 

respanses to the questions presented in the questionnaire. 
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The questionnaire i ncludes twenty fo ur questions. 

The total number of interviewed teachers is 9. The 

results of the questionnaire will be interpreted and 

evaluated through the help of tables for each question. 

TABLE 1 

Teaching Experiences of the Teachers 

Years in Teaching Number of Teachers 

5- 9 6 

15 - 19 ı 

20-30 2 

As can be observed in Table 1, most of the 

teachers have 5 - 9 years of teaching experience. One 

teacher has 19 years of experience and two most experienced 

teachers have been teaching for thirty years. This 

indicates that the teaching staff at the Faculty of 

Engineering, Anadolu University, can be considered 

quite young. 

TABLE 2 

Attendance of Teachers at Language Testing Courses 

Teachers' attendances at a Number of 
course in language testing Teachers 

Attended 2 

Not attended 7 
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As it is seen in Table 2, with relation to 

the knowledge of language testing, 7 teachers indicated 

that they hadn't taken a course in this subject in 

co ll ege. There are only two teachers indicated that 

they had taken a course in language testing. 

Ab out this issue, Paterno (1960) points out 

that every teacher at one time or anather has to prepare 

tests to measure the achievement of his/her pupils 

and the success of his/her teaching. She alsa adds 

that a 1 t h o u g h a gr e at d e a 1 of 1 iter at ur e i s ava i la b 1 e 

on the methodology of foreign language teaching and 

mor e and mor e suitable teaching materi al is being 

prepared for foreign learners, very little has been 

written or published on the preparation of English 

tests for use in foreign learners' classes. So, this 

means that we have been helped very little on the 

matter of testing achievement by the language testing 

courses in the teaching of a foreign language. 

TABLE 3 

Attendance of Teachers at in-service Courses or 

Seminars Concerning Language Testing 

Teachers' attendances at in- service courses Number of 
or seminars in language testing Teachers 

Attended 4 

Not attended 5 
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As it i s learned from Table 3, most of the 

teachers have never attended any in - service course 

or seminar conc erning language test ing. The re are 

four teachers who once have attended an in-service 

course or seminar in language testing. 

Present findings from Tables 2 and 3 seem to 

indicate that since the success of any formal language 

program is cruciall y linked with its testing philosophy 

and practice, the further training of the teachers 

in the theory of ELT and testing is of faremost importance. 

TABLE 4 

Opinions of the Teachers About the Present Tests 

Comments of teachers on the appropriateness Number of 
of present language testing situation Teachers 

Go o d 3 

Satisfactory ı 

Fair 5 

According to the Table 4, 5 teachers view the 

testing system as fair. On the other hand, 3 teachers 

think that the testing system is good. One teacher 

believes that the present language testing system 

is satisfactory. 

It is certain that as having close and regular 

contact with students during the learning process, 
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the teachers will reveal the actual characteristics 

of the tests. Hints from the classroom teachers will 

significantly shape the various factors involved in 

the testing system. Consequently, it can be concluded 

from the fourth tab l e that in their approach to present 

language testing s i tuation, the majority of teachers 

did not give the ~'ii pression that they were proud of 

their language tests. 

Acording to Table 4, most of the teact-ıers unanimous ly 

agree 

blank, 

that multip l e - choice, 

matching and short 

true - false, fjll - in the 

composition tests can be 

more useful in e valuation of student's success. This 

that, e xcept the short composition, the indicates 

preferred types of tests are all classified in the 

objective marking category. 

On the other hand, the majority of teachers 

vi e w sh ort- an s we r, tr an s format i on, addi tion and rearrangement 

tests as inapproprjate. This sho ws that the serni-objective 

test types are not preferred by the most of the teachers. 

As a natural result of this tendency, teachers who 

view the essays as less useful type of tests are in 

the majority. 

In the light of the findings from Table 5' 

it is worth noting that although the majority of teachers 

view objective tests as more useful, a good classroom 

test will probably contain both subjective and objective 
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TABLE 5 

Op in i on s of th e Teachers About the Presen t Tests 

Test Type Comment Number of 
Teachers 

Appropriate 9 
Mu l tiple-Choice 

Inappropriate o 

Appropriate 7 
F i ll in the blank 

Inapp r opriate 2 

Appropriate 4 
Short answer 

Inapp r opriate 5 

Appropriate 3 
Transformatia n 

I nappropriate 6 

Appropriate 3 
Addition 

Inappropriate 6 

Appropriate 4 
Rearrangement 

Inappropriate 5 

Appropriate 7 
True - False 

Inappropriate 2 

Appropriate 8 
Matching 

Inappropriate ı 

Appropriate 5 
Short Composi t ion 

Inappropriate 4 

Appropriate ı 
Essay 

Inappropriate 8 

test items, Heaton (1975:13). According to him the 

objective tests can never test ability to .communicate 

in the target language nar can they evaluate actual 

performance. 



TABLE 6 

The Administering Frequency and Opinions of Teachers 

on Certain Types of Language Tests 

Preferences of 
Teachers 

f"'ultipJp_r'-
I 

Adm i nistering 
Frequency 

Number of 
T- - ·1ers 
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It can be concluded from the sixth table that 

although the preferred types 

objective it e m s , the re ar e 

of test i tems are mainly 

same inconsistencies in 

administering frequency of them. Because most of the 

teachers indicate that fill-in the blank, true-false 

and ·mat c h i n g t yp e o f te st i te m s a re n ev e r u s e d • B u t 

as it is seen in Table 5, most of the teachers stated 

that those items were appropriate in evaluation of 

stu dent ı s success. It is al so interesting to not e 

that although the most of the teachers agreed on the 

appropriateness of short composition in the prevıous 

table, a majority of teachers believe that they never 

use short composition according to the Table 6. All 

the teachers believe that the most frequently 

tests are multiple-cheice item types. It will 

use d 

als o 

b e .s .e e n i n T ab l e 6 t ha t t h e s e m i - o b j e c t i v e i t e m s a r e 

less frequently used and essays are never used types 

of tests. 

Concerned with the Table 7, most of the teachers 

indicate that they never use language tests to measure 

st.udents' success. On the same item, according to 

4 te.achers they always use language tests to measure 

st urlent sı success. Similarly, the number of teachers 

whu never use language tests to diagnose studentsı 

learning difficulties is 5. On the same item, one 

te a-c h er ma r k s t h e o p t i o n ı ra re 1 y ı an d 3 t e a c h e r s ma r k 

the option 'sometimesı. As for the purpose of encouraging 
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TABLE 7 

Opinions of the Teachers About the Purposes of 

Language Tests 

Purposes of Frequency of Number of 
Language Tes ts Administering Purposes Teachers 

To measure students' Always 4 
success Nev er 5 

Sametimes 3 
To diagnose students' Ra rely ı 

learniııg difficulties Ne ver 5 

Generally 2 
To encourage students Sametimes ı 

for mu ch and better Rarely ı 

learning Nev er 5 

Sametimes 2 
To improve teaching Ra rely 2 
method s Ne ver 5 

Always 2 

Generally 2 
Only to assign the Sametimes 2 
studen ts same grade Ra rely 2 

Ne ver ı 

students for much and better learning, most of the 

teachers believe that they never use lan guage tes ts 

for this purpose. Similarly, most of the teachers 

believe that language te s ts are never used for the 

purpose of improving teaching meth ods. 
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As might be expected only one teacher believes 

that language tests are never used only to assign 

the students same grade. Although there i sn' t a noticeable 

di fference between the teachers who mark the other 

opt:ions, it can be said that a majority of teachers 

use language te sts only to assign the students same 

grade. About the same issue, Oller(l987: 44) states 

t h.a t at a c ert ai n prim it iv e 1 ev e 1 , te st s i n ge n er a 1 , 

including language tests, are merely a means to the 

int-ermediate goal of assigning or justifying a grade. 

He :alsa adds that this primitive view might be summed 

up in the phrase "guilt be association". 

TABLE 8 

Opinions of the Teachers About the Extent of Cooperation 

Among Teachers 

fre·quency of consultations among classroom teachers Number of 
fnr eliciting comments on the administered test s Teachers 

Always 2 
-- ,, , 

Usually ı 

Same time s 5 

Se ldlom ı 

According to the Table 8, it can be observed 

thal most of the teachers consult other teachers for 

e lieitin g their comments. As it is seen in the table, 

only one teacher seldam does this consultation . 
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TABL[ 9 

The Extent of Cooperation Between the Teacher s in 

Constructing the Tests 

Comments of the teachers on the necessity Number of 
of a live cooperation Teachers 

Necessary 8 

Not necessary ı 

As can be observed in Table 9, a majority of 

teachers believe the necessity of a live cooperation 

between the teachers. In other words, it can be sa i d 

that as might be expected, mo st of the teachers unanimously 

view a live cooperation between the teachers as a vital necessity. 

However, one teacher doesn't consider this cooperation as a 

necessity. 

On the other hand, it i s clear, that although 

the teachers believe the necessity of a live cooperation, 

they do not always consult other teachers for eliciting 

their comments on the administered tests as it is 

seen in Table 8. About this issue Lowe (1975: 323) 

points out that quite often there is not enough 

coordination among English teachers in the s ame school, 

e s pecially when a system of team-teaching is used. 

So, the lack of coordination produces serious inconsistency. 

According to the Table 10, the most of the 

teachers believe that the calcı..ilation of the mean 
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TABLE 10 

Opinions of the Teac he r s Abou t t he Calculation 

of the Mean o f t he Test Scores 

Comments of the teachers about the Number of 
useful ness of the Me an of t he t est .scores Teachers 

Help f ul 9 

Not helpful o 

of the scores is helpfu l . This a l sa indicates that 

al l teac hers vıew the calculation of the mean of the 

s eeres as the most efficien t measure of central tendency. 

TAB'LE ll 

Opi n ions of the Teachers About the Interpretation of the 

Test Results in Construc t i n g the Forthcoming Tests 

Comments of the teachers about the Number of 
interpratation of the test res ults Teachers 

Teac h ers who tak e the test results 

i n t o consideration in cons t ruction 7 

of f or t hcoming tes ts 

Teachers who do e s not take the test 

results int o consideratio n i n 2 

construction of forthcomi n g test s 

As it is seen in Table ll, a majority of teachers 

indicate that they take t h e t e s t res u lt s into consideration 

in the construction of forteaming tests. This means 
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that according to the mo s t of the teachers if test 

re s ults are not dealt with properly, tests would not 

provide a valid ba s i s for discrimination purposes. 

However, two teachers indicate th a t they do not tak e 

the tests re s ults into consideration in the construction 

of forthcoming te s ts.· It is certain that the teacher 

who wishes to know how well a test has worked, or 

how the scores it has .produced are to be interpreted, 

needs to know how to deal with same si mple stati stics . 

According to Harrison (1983: 118) if a teacher is 

setting an achiev e ment test that is to be used for 

important qualific a tion purposes, he will take more 

time and care ov e r the preparation of it, probably 

in collaboration with other teachers. 

TABLE 12 

Opinions of the Teachers About the Use of Test Results 

Teachers' purposes for Frequency of Number of 
t he use of tes t res ults Purposes Teachers 

To find out students' Always 6 

learning difficulties Generally ı 
' 

To get acquainted 
w ith students to Sametimes 7 
orient the m properly -

To s timulate student s Gener a lly 5 
-

for mu ch and better Sametimes ı 

learning ' Ra r;e l y ı 

Generally ı 

To improve teaching Sornet i me s ı 

method s Ra rely ı 
. -- -

Nev er 4 
' 
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Closely related to the eleventh table, in Table 

12, the most of the teachers believe that they ah.ıays 

use the test rusults to find out students' learning 

difficulties. On anather item, a majority of teachers 

agree that these results are sametimes used to orient 

the st'Udents. According to five teachers, the test 

results are generally used to stimulate students for 

better learning. However, in the last item, just a 

reversal of these comments is noticeable. There are 

only 

test 

t -wo teachers 

resu lts to 

who generally 

improve the 

or sametimes use 

teaching methods. 

the 

But 

one teacher rarely and four teachers never use the 

test results to improve teaching methods. 

About this issue Finocchiaro and Saka (1983: 

36) point out that in order to determine the effectiveness 

of innovative teaching procedures grades obtained 

by students are often used either as one way of judging 

the efficacy of newer teaching techniques, or for 

recommending the introduction or suppression of teaching 

variables. 

the ir 

According to Table 13, 

tests congruent with 

5 teachers 

the aims 

do not consider 

and practices 

of the language teaching. However, 4 teachers believe 

that their tests are congruent with the aims and practices 

of lan~uage teaching. About this issue Heaton (1975: 1) 

emphasizes that both testing and teaching are so closely 
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TABLE 13 

Opinions of the Teach e rs About the Appropriateness 

of Language Test s with the Aims and Practices 

of La nguage Teaching 

Comments of teachers for their tes ts Number of 
in terms of the aims and practices 
of the language teaching Teachers 

Teachers who believe the ir te s t s are 

congruent with the aims and practi.ces 4 

of the langu age teaching 

Teachers who believe their tes ts are 

not congruent v.ıjth the ai m s and 5 

practices of the language teaching 

interrelated that it ıs virtually impossible to work 

in either field without being constantly concerned 

w ith the other. On the same parallel, Finocchiaro 

and Sako (1983:41) state that teaching and testing 

are the two s ide s of the same c oin. 

TABLE 14 

Opinions of the Teachers About the Relationship Between 

the Language Being Tested and the Way It Is Taught 

Comments of the teachers about the language Number of 
teaching ıssue r:elated with the tests Teachers 

Teachers who believe the language i s 
5 

be ing test ed in the w ay it i s taught 

Teachecs who believe th e language ı s not 
4 

be ing t es te d in the w ay it is taught 
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As it is seen in Tabl e 14, most of the teachers 

think that the language is being tested in the way 

it i s taught. On the other hand, four teachers believe 

that the language is not being tested in the way it 

is taught. It can be concluded from the present findings 

i n Ta b l:e 14, that although a majority of teachers 

assume their tests reflect actual teaching si tuat.i ons 

same o f them don't believe this. 

TABLE 15 

Opinions of the Teachers About the Appropriateness of 

Their Language Tests to the Course Objectives 

Comments of the teachers ab out Number of 
the appropriateness of the ir 
tes ts to the course objectives Teachers 

Appr'Dpriate 3 

Inappropriate 6 

As can be learned from Table 15, a majority 

of teachers view the tests inappropriate to the course 

objectiv.es. There are only three teachers who think 

that their tests are appropriate to the course objectives. 

fhe aim of the Department of English in the 

Fa culty of Engineering .is to teach the students e nough 

.English in a four - year program to enable them to fallaw 

the academic studies ın their own fields. The order 

of prio ,rity of language s kill s can be listed as the 
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development of reading, speaking, writing and listening. 

fhat ı s why, it can be said that the students ı cogni ti ve 

skills are given the primary emphasis at this faculty. 

This tendeney results in the passivization of their 

productive skills. Keeping this in mind, the teachers 

undoubtly accept the fact that the tests do not correspond 

to the course objectives. 

TABLE 16 

üpinion s of the Teachers About Same Aspects of Language 

Skills that the Tests Make Demands on 

Comments of the teachers about the confines Number of 
of language test s they prepare Teachers 

. Language test s are confined 

themselves to 
8 

recognition 

, Language tes ts can measure mor e 
ı 

· ·creative aspec t s of language 

According to Table 16' most of the teachers 

believe that the tests confine themselves to recognition 

rather than more creative as~ects of language. This 

means that the tests make demands on the cognitive 

sk ills. 

According to Paterne (1960: 378) language learning 

ıs a complex thing and made up of many different aspects. 

It i s a mistake to think that by measuring one aspect 

you measure all others, that any one aspect will give 
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an inde x to the whole. Therefore, it goes wi t hout 

saying that all the aspects of a language program 

to be meas ured. 

TABLE 17 

Op inions of the Teachers About the Wa y i n wh i ch 

Learner is Taken into Account on Tests 

Comments of the teachers about evaluation Number of 
of students ·• mm performance on the tests Teacher 

Teachers who bel i eve the learner 
7 

can e valua t e his o wn performance 

Teachers who believe the lear n er 
2 

cannot e valuate his own performance 

As can be observed in Table 17 , t h e most o f 

the teachers i ndicate that the learner can evaluate 

his o wn per f or mance on the tests. Th is shows that 

according to a majority of teachers their tests allow 

formative evaluation by the students. 

TABLE 18 

Opini on s of the Teachers About the Appropriateness 

of t h e Tests in Terms of the Tes t ees ' Knowledge, 

Expectations and Skills 

Comments of teachers about the appropriateness Number of 
of language tests in terms of students' 
knowledge , expectations and ski l ls Teachers 

Appropriate 7 

Inappropri a t e 2 
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According to Table 18, a majority of teachers 

deseribed the tests they prepare as appropriate for 

the proposed test ees in terms of their knowledge, 

expectations and skills. Although two teachers indicate 

that the ir te st s ar e i nap p ro p r iate , m o st o f the te a c h er s 

agree that the tests meet s tudent s • expectations related 

with their capacities. 

TABLE 19 

Opinions of the Teachers About Their Tests' 

Instructions and Tasks 

Comments of the te.ache.rs on the clearness Number of 
of their test instructions and tasks Teachers 

Clear 9 

Not Clear o 

As it is seen in Table 19, all the teachers 

believe that the instructions and ta sks of tests are 

clear. About this issue Henning (1982: 36) points 

out that instructions of the tests mu st be clear, 

both to the students and to any test administrators 

using the test. On the same parallel, all teachers 

find nothing wrong with the test in structions. 

As can be observed in Table 20, a majority 

of teachers indicate that the questions are ranked 

in terms of difficulty level as much as ·possible. 
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TABLE 20 

Opinions of the Teachers About the Order 

of Test Questions 

Comments of the teachers ab out the test Number of 
questions' progresiveness ın di fficulty Teachers 

Progressive in diff i cultv 8 

Not progressıve ·ın di ffic ulty ı 

ünl y one teacher belie\es that the test questions 

are not progressive in difficulty. 

It can be concluded from this table that although 

there is one teacher ~ho disagrees with the issue 

of hieararchy in terms of difficulty, most of the 

teachers have a positive view on this topic. According 

to Grittner (1969: 342 ) in presenting test items it 

is considered good practice to begin with the simplest 

items and proceed to the more difficult items. Similarly, 

Finocchiaro and 'Saka (1983: 211) alsa state that the 

arrangement of items should be made according to their 

difficulty level. 

According to Table 21, most of the teachers 

believe that test s avoid items which provide more 

than one acceptable ans wer. On the same item, only 

one teacher believes that the questions provide more 

than one accepta b le ans wer. Although a majority of 

teachers believe that their questions do not provide 
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TABLE 21 

Opinions of the Teachers About the Avoidance of Questions 

that Provide More Than One Acceptable Answer 

Comments of the teachers ab out the existance of Number of 
questions with more than one acceptable answer Teachers 

Questions provide mo re than one 

acceptable 
ı 

answer 

Qu es tions do not provide mor e than 
6 

one acceptable answer 

Questions generally avoid providing 
2 

mor e than one acceptable answer 

more than one acceptable answer it is not easy to 

prepare concrete tests as measurement tools. Because 

same uncontrolled factors may cause discrepant results. 

According to Dller (1979: 242) in writing multiple - choice 

items it is essential that the correct answer or the 

best choice mu st fit the facts well and further it 

must be better than the other alternatives offered. 

That's why, the facts ought to be clear on the basis 

of th e · text, or they s hould not be used as content 

for test items. 

As can be seen in Table 22, the most of the 

teachers indicate that the tests are not being appropriately 

pre - tested. This indicates that the most of the shortcomings 

of tests are caused by the lack of pretesting application. 

Because the pre-testing process can decide the preciseness 
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TABLE 22 

Opinion s of the Teachers About pre - testing 

of Language Tests 

Comments of teachers about pre- testing Number of 
of their language tests Teachers 

Appropriately pre-tested ı 

Not pre - tested B 

of implications of the tests. About this issue, Dller 

(1979: 8) points out that, especially in constructing 

the multiple - choice tests the items need to be pretested, 

preferably on same group other than the population 

whi ch will ultimately be tested. Then, the items need 

to be statistically analyzed so that non - functional 

or weak it ems can be revi s ed before they are used 

and intBrpreted in ways that affect learners. 

TABLE 23 

Opinions Qf the Teachers About General Test Organization 

Comments of teachers about the adequacy Number of 
of general test organization Teachers 

Adequate 5 

Inadequate 4 

According to Table 23, the most of the teachers 

view general test organization as adequate. However, 
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4 teachers find the general test organization in adequate. 

So, it can be concluded that the present testing approach 

makes provision for adequate test organization. For 

ob ·vious reasons it is worth noting that although the 

majority of teachers did not give the impression that 

they were proud of their language tests, they find 

the general test organization adequate. 

The overall conclusions drawn from the answers 

g iv en by the tea c h er s , it i s ev i d e nt that the re ar e 

s o m e po i n t s l'J h e r e t h e s u b j e c t s d o n o t a g r e e w i t h e a c h 

other. It goes without saying that the teacher has 

the ultimate responsibility for deciding what he will 

test and how he will do it, or indeed, whether to 

test at all. He is influenced by the aims and needs 

of the students he is teaching, the course book he 

is us.ing, the dem?nds of the school and the system 

and so on, and must therefore devise tests to fit 

these conditions. It may be said that if a person 

w r i te s a t e s t b y h i m s e 1 f a n d p u t s i t a s i d e fo r a fe L\1 

days and comes back to revise it later, he will certainly 

find all kinds of errors and inconsistencies which 

he had not noticed as he worked the test out in detail. 

But this is no substitute for the comments of an 

interested colleague, who will see the test material 

from a different viewpoint and will point out ambiguities 

and possibilities for error which the test writer 

can rıot see: he is too committed to his idea and has 
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t on d e ta i 1 e d a v i e w o f i t b y t h e t i m e h e h a s ırJ o r k e d 

it out. That's why, in the fallawing seetion the analysis 

will be contrasted by same observations of the sample 

test. 

4.2. Some Observations on the Sample Test 

In this section, a midterm t est prepared by 

the all English language teachers of the Faculty of 

Engineering, and administered in the 1989-90 academic 

year will be analyzed (c.f. Appendix B-1 ). 

Thi s test w as administered to students soo n 

afterwards the questionnaire given to teachers. Since 

the test is designed to provide an objective testing 

basis, there aren't any subjective parts in this test. 

Therefore, this test can be deseribed as an objective 

ach i evement test. 

Discussion of our testing mistakes 

based on two checklists of Henning (1982: 

Grittner (1969: 342), (c.f. Pages 33-36). 

to Henning (1982) if the fallawing mistakes 

will be 

33) and 

According 

of testing 

are avoided, an improved testing program can be achieved. 

That' s why, to enable the exhibi tion of the current 

testing si tuation, by an analysis of a midterm test, 

the fallawing table (Table 24) was constructed with 

the help of checklist. 
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In the Table 24, the testing mistakes are grouped 

in three categories as general examination characteristics, 

item characteristics and test validity concerns. These 

categories are evaluated 

use d to represent the 

by s ome numbers 

appropriateness of 

that 

the 

are 

test 

from the viewpoint of avoided testing mistakes. The 

appropriateness of the midterm test from the po int 

o f a v o i d e d t e s t i n g m i s t a k e s i s e n u m e r a t e d a s fo 1 1 o lfJ s : 

1. Pour, 2. Fair, 3. Satisfactory, 4. Good, 5. Excellent. 

As Henning (1982) points out the other problems 

of testing may alsa be cited but the ones gıven here 

are certainly the more common. Therefore, the fallawing 

table can alsa be used as a guide for EFL teachers 

in the preparation of their own examinations. 

As it ıs seen in the Table 24, the midterm 

test administered at the ·Faculty of Engineering in 

1989-90 academic year can be considered as poor from 

the point of avoidance of the items that are too easy 

or to o d i f f i c u 1 t . B e ca u s e i t i s c 1 e ar 1 y o b s er .ve d i n 

Table 25 that the most of the items have an index 

of difficulty (or a facility value) higher than .6 

or 60%. About this issue Heaton (1975: 173) emphasizes 

that an average facility value of .5 or 50% may be 

desirable for many achievement tests. 



TABLE 24 

The Appropriateness of the Midterm Test Administered 

at the Faculty of Engineering in 1989 - 90 Academic 

Year From the Point of Avoided Testing Mistakes 

Characteristics of 
the test 

GENERAL 

EXAMINATION 

CHARACTERISTICS 

ITEM 

CHA-RACTERISTICS 

TEST 

VALIDITY 

CONCERNS 

The comman mistakes of 
testing to be avoided 

Test which is too 

difficult or too ea 

An insufficient 

number of items 

Redundancy of test 

type 

Lack of canfidence 

measures 

Negative washback 

through non - occurent 

forms 

Trick questions 

Redundant wording 

Divergence cues 

Mixed content 

Wrong medium 

Comman knowledge 

ı 2 3 4 

96 

5 

l. Poor, 2. Fair, 3. Satisfactory, 4. Good, 5. Excellent 
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TABLE 25 

Fa c ili t y Value of t he Items of Midt e rm Test 

· Item Number Fac i lity Value 

Gr oup I Group II 

ı .67 . 70 
2 .97 .76 
3 . 7 5 .80 
4 .37 .4 8 
') .24 .80 
6 . 29 . 76 
7 . 9 7 .76 
8 . 7 8 .56 
9 .6 0 .9 4 

10 .19 .87 
l l .60 . 2 5 
12 . 50 .74 
1 3 . 5 4 .6 6 
1 4 .48 . 30 
15 . 48 .66 
16 . 5 o .69 
17 . 35 .84 
ı s .54 . 8 9 
19 .24 ı. 00 
20 . 05 .66 
21 .86 . 8 9 
22 . 8 0 .40 
23 . .40 . 3 3 
24 . 5 6 .46 
25 .60 . 43 
26 .60 .76 
27 .4 0 .60 
28 .75 .80 
29 .67 . 50 
30 . 6 7 . 80 
3 1 .50 . 2 5 
32 .78 .70 
33 . 7 o .74 
34 .94 .90 
35 .40 .70 
36 . 78 .38 
37 .43 .58 
38 .43 .87 
39 . 3 o .90 
40 . 40 .87 
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According to the Tab le 25, it is obvious that 

most of the items are fairly easy s ınce a majority 

of students taking the test answered the m correctly. 

On the other hand, the facility value of 8 items in 

first group and 5 items in the second group are below 

. 4 or 4m~. This indicates that the facility value 

of the items in both group can be considered as out 

of the average range of difficulty levels. About the 

same issue Harrison (1983: 128) indicates that the 

usual aım of test writers is to achi.eve fairly even 

and middling facility indices right through the test, 

ranging from about .40 to about .60. Therefore, it 

can be concluded that in the midterm test there is 

an accumulation of scores at the higher ends of the 

scoring range. As a result of such effect, there is 

information los s and reduced capacity of the test 

to discriminate among students in their ability . That's 

why, the midterm test can be considered as poor from 

this point as it is introduced ın Table 24. 

On the other h and, it is obviously seen that the 

sample test (c. f. Appendix B- l) includes forty items. 

According to Henning (1982: 33) test reliability is 

directly related to the number of items occuring on 

the test. He alsa adds that it is always di fficul t 

to achieve acceptable reliability with less than 50 

items. About this issue, Finocchiaro and Saka (1983: 238) 
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of a 
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out that as a general rule, increasing the length 

test improves its reliability so that a 120-item 

generally is more reliable than a 60-item test. 

This has been confirmed empirically as well as 

statistically. Therefore, as it is seen in Table 24, 

this is considered as a comman mistake of testing 

to be avoided. And for obvious reasons our sample 

test can be accepted as a short one and thus poor 

from the point of avoided testing mistakes. 

As it is seen the midterm test was constructed 

in three parts (See Appendix 8-1). The first part, 

Part A~ includes 15 items about grammar and usage. 

Part 8 includes th ree reading passages and 10 comprehension 

questions. Last part i s Part C, and it was designed 

to test vocabulary with 15 items. As Henning (1982) 

points out in testing general language proficiency, 

it is comman practice to devise a battery of subtests 

to ensure that all important language skills are covered 

by the test as a whole. He alsa adds that inclusion 

of subtests of grammar accuracy, vocabulary recognition, 

and composition writing "leaves no room" for a subtest 

of listening comprehension. But it is clear that our 

sample test is an achievement test. For this reason 

and because of the characteristics of achievement 

tests, normally test s can involve simple recall 

of prelearned materi al and rearrangement of 
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of Engineering is 

The 

based 

text book 

on the 
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used at the Faculty 

functional-notional 

approach. According to Finocchiaro and Saka (1983: 264) 

the functional-national orientation has already had 

considerable influence on the ways in which communicative 

performance in a language desc:ribed, the types of 

classroom exercises and other learning experiences 

that build toward this objective, and the techn i ques 

used to measure its attainment. That's why, the sample 

test can be criticized from the point that it doesn't 

have all the important language skills as a whole. 

And since it 

same ski lls, 

measures 

in Table 

same language components and 

24, it can be considered as 

fair in redundancy of test type from the point of 

avoided testing mistakes. 

As it is seen the sample test was constructed 

in multiple-choice item type (See Appendix 8-1). That's 

why the scoring procedure of this test is considered 

as objective type. And in the scoring :::ıf the test 

computers were used (See Ar::-ıer.di x 8-2). Consequently, 

the data collected through the computers can be used 

to estimate the level of canfidence that we may place 

Jn the test result when it is applied 

si tuations. But the resul ts of t h e 

showed (c. f. Tab le 12) the 

to various 

questionnaire 

test 

are 

that 

not interpreted appropriately. 

results 

Because 
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same teachers indicate that they never use the test 

results to improve teaching methods, sametimes or 

rarely use to stimulate students for much and better 

learning and sametimes use to 

This indicates that although 

orient students properly. 

locally de veloped tests 

are used for important evaluati ~ e decisions and estimates 

of reliability and validity s h ould be pr ol.i ded, most 

of the teachers do not always t ake these ch2racteristics 

into consideration and find the data sheets s t atisfactory 

for the further use of the tests. Therefore , in Table 

24, the avoidance of the lack of canfidence measures 

can be evaluated as poor in the analysis of the sample 

test. 

When it comes to the point of avoidance of 

negative washback through non-occurent forms, the 

sample test generally achieves this by using appropriate 

structures of the language. About this issue, the 

option (b)in the item number { 13) can be re v ised (See 

Appendix B-1). According to Henning (1982 ) while it 

is necessary that options include incorrect forms 

as distractors, it is best if these forms have same 

possible appropriate environment in 

That' s why, the sample test can be 

satisfactory 

Table 24. 

in avoiding non - occurent 

the language. 

considered as 

form s in the 

As it is seen in Table 24, the sample test 

can be considered as good in avoiding trick questions. 
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I n the sa m p 1 e te s t , the st e m o f the it em n u m b er ( 3 ) 

can be revised (See Appendix B-1). Because in the 

dialogue, the passenger uses the ver b 'Lose' but the 

customs officer changes it to the verb 'Forget'. Although 

this cannot be considered as a trick question, this 

kind of errors impair the quality of a test. 

On the other hand, it can be said that the 

sample test generally avoids redundant wording . Only 

the item (33) can be revised by putting the word 

'Appointment' in the stern (S ee Appendix 8-l). Therefore, 

as it is seen in the Table 24, the sample test is 

evaluated as good because there is no any other needless 

repetition. This shows that, in constructing the test 

all the teachers are aware of the fact that items 

with redundant wording greatly reduce the efficiency 

of a test. 

gives 

It may be said that there is no option which 

greater length or specificity of information 

ın the sample test. This indicates that the sample 

test does not provide same cues regarding the choice 

of the correct option. So, it can be concluded that 

aptian divergence was successfully avoided in constructing 

the ~ample test. Therefore, in the Table 24, it is 

evaluated as excellent in avoiding divergence cues. 

It is certain that sametimes tests have been 

claimed to measure something di fferent from wh at many 
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of their items are 

in t:he samp1e test 

actua1ly 

the item, 

measuring. 

number (6), 

Similarly, 

was p1aced 

in the group 

( Se•e Append ix 

they actually 

of questions about grammar and usage 

B-l). But the options indicate that 

measure vocabulary recognition. According 

to Henning (1982) these kind of inconsistencies make 

for invalid tests. Since the other items of the sample 

test generally avoid mixed content, it can be considered 

as good in Table 24. 

As it ıs seen in the sample test the reading-

comprehension questions are all formed in multiple -

c ho ice 

Henning 

item type 

(1982) 

(See 

points 

Appendix 8 - 1). About this issue 

out that sametimes reading -

comp~ehension questions require accurate written respanses 

to show comprehension of the passage. He alsa adds 

that research has indicated that such tests are invalid 

in the sense that they measure something other than 

whal they are intended to measure. That's why, it 

can be concluded that in the sample test the response 

medium is representative of the skill being tested. 

So, it can be shown in Table 24 that the sample test 

perfectly avoids wrong medium. 

Similarly, items that require comman - knowledge 

respanses are alsa avoided in the sample test. Therefore, 

the samp1e test is considered as excellent in avoiding 

comman knowledge from the point of avoided testing 

mistakes in the Table 24. 
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In sum, as it is seen in the Table 24, the 

midterm test can generally be criticized as poor in 

terms of the general 

However, when it comes 

examination 

to the item 

characteristics. 

characteristics 

and test validity concerns, the 

considered as good. Of course, 

1n the Table 24 are not the all 

sample test 

the problems 

problems of 

can be 

stated 

English 

language testing. That' s why, the fallawing checklist 

of Grittner (1969: 342) can alsa be helpful in exhibiting 

the present situation of the sample test. Because 

his checklist is particularly related to the construction 

of achievement tests. 

As it is seen in Table 26, the shaded areas 

represent the degree of appropriateness of the sample 

test to the basic principles of achievement testing. 

The checklist is divided by same numbers as follows: 

ı. Poor, 2. Fair, 3. Statisfactory, 4. Good, 5. Excellent. 

According to Grittner (1969) normally achievement 

tests can involve simple recall of prelearned material. 

The 

in 

sample 

terms of 

test can 

providing 

material. Because the 

be considered 

simple 

sample 

recall 

test 

as satisfactory 

of prelearned 

w as constructed 

to determine whether the units 6 and 7 of the textbook 

"Exchanges" have been mas te red by the second year 

students. That's why the sample test utilize the vocabulary 

and the grammatic.al structures of the text book. But 

when it comes to listening and speaking skills, the 
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TABLE 26 

The Appropriateness of the Sample Test to the 

Checklist ~f Basic Principles for Constructing 

Achievement Tests (Grittner 1969: 342) 

Basic Principles of Achievement Testing 

Simple Recall of Prelearned Material 

Rearrangement of Prelearned Material 

Beginning with the Simplest Items 

Proceeding to the more difficult Items 

Selecting Problem sounds, Structures 

and Word -O rder Se uences 

Avoiding Tongue Twisters and 

Absurdities 

!ncluding at least one distractor, two 

plausible but incorrect item s and one 

unambiguous item which correctly 

answers the question 

Directions on the Test should be in 

Native Language but the questions 

should be in the target language 

Appropriateness of 
the Sample Test to 
the Principles of 
Achievement Testing 

1. Poor 2. fair 3. Satisfactory 4. Good 5. Excellent 
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sample test fails in measuring them. As it is mentioned 

earlier (c.f. Table 24) the textbook used at the Faculty 

of Engineering is based on the functional - notional 

approach. So, there are a lot of activities in which 

communicat iv e performance tak es part. But, it can 

be said t h at the sample test does not utilize all 

language s k ills as a whole. Similarly, most of the 

teachers i ndicated that the student's cognitive skills 

are given p rimary importance at the Faculty of Engineering 

(c.f. Tab l e 15). Consequently, this tendeney results 

in passivization of the students' productive skills. 

For obvious reasons the sample test is considered 

as satisfactory in Table 26. 

Grittner (1969) indicates that one of 

the basic principles 

als o 

for constructing achievement 

test s is rearrangement of . prelearned material. As 

can be observed in the sample test, questions about 

the vocabulary recognition usually stay in the vocabulary 

range of text book material (See Appendix B-1). To 

be creati v e, synonyms and antonyms of same words can 

be given. By doing this, we can help the students 

increase their vocabulary range. And alsa same pictures, 

short answer or completion type of items can be used. 

The principle " Do not ask questions beyand syllabus" 

does not mean that we should ask the same text book 

material. Our failure stems from that misconception. 

The result is that when the students see an unfamiliar 
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word among the choices they eliminate it right away, 

because that word is not in the printed material of 

the text book. About this issue, most of the teachers 

indicated in the results of the questionnaire that 

the tests they prepare confine themselves to recognition 

rather than more creative aspects of languag e (c.f . 

Table 17). 

It is certain that if we do not manipulate 

the text book material we give a test measuring knowledge 

only. Because manipulation le ad s us appiication, that 

is to be productive. For example, in the sample test, 

item 12 is a1most the same as the sentence in the 

text book (See Appendix B-1). That 's .why it ca n b e 

said that the students have become test minded and 

they have confined themse1ves to the text book materia1. 

For these reasons, the sample test can be considered 

as fair in Table 26, 

of pre1earned material. 

in terms of the rearrangement 

According 

test items it 

to Grittner 

is considered 

(1969) in 

good practice 

presenting 

to begin 

with the simp lest items and proceed to the more difficult 

items. But it is evident in our sample test that the 

items were not arranged in order of ·difficu1ty with 

the easiest items first (See Appendix H-1). About 

this issue, it is interesting to note that most of 

the teachers indicated in the questionnaire that their 

test questions are progressive in difficul.ty (c.f. Table 20). 
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There is only one teacher who stated that their test 

questions are not progressive in difficulty. This 

indicates that there is an inconsistency between the 

opinions of the teachers about the order of test questions 

and the present application of a test. It is certain 

that placing difficult items early in the test may 

cause students to spend much time on these and prevent 

the m 

Thus 

from 

it 

influence 

reaching items they could easily answer. 

can be said that improper arra ngement may 

validity by having a detrimental effect 

on student motivation. Therefore it can be concluded 

that in Table 26 the principles beginning with the 

simplest items and proceeding to the more difficult 

items can be corısidered as poor in the analysis of 

the sample test. 

As it is seen in the sample test there is no 

oral or listening comprehension subtests (See Appendix 

8-1). That's why, the principles giverı in the checklist 

as selecting problem sound and avoiding tongue twisters 

cannot be tak en into consideration in the analysis 

the As it is see n in the sample test of 

it can 

sample test. 

be said that 

word-order sequences 

selecting problem 

is satisfactorily 

the content of the same parallel .with 

the avoiding 

structures 

achieved 

text book. 

and 

on 

In 

terms of 

that the third 

two different 

absurdities, 

·quest i on 

verbs and 

of the 

forms a 

it is 

sample 

kin d 

clearly seen 

test gives 

of ambiguous 
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Table 2.6. 

That's why, 
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it is shown as fair in the 

As it is seen in the sample test the most of the 

distractors are easily eliminated by a majority of 

students (c. f. Tab le 2 5) • This indicates that the 

distractors were not plausible enough. It is certain 

that to the students who has not achieved the learning 

outcome being tested, the distractors s h ould be at 

least as attractive as the correct ans\11 er preferably 

more. If a distractor is not selected b y anyone, it 

should be eliminated or revised. For example in the 

second test group the all distractors of item 19 were 

eliminated by the whole group taking the test. Similarly, 

the most of the items have a facility value of 60% 

or higher. Therefore, the sample test is considered 

as poor in setting up most plausible and educat~onally 

sound distractor~ in Table 26. 

Present findings from the answers given by 

the teachers to the questionnaire seem to indicate 

that all teachers find nothing wrong with their tests' 

instructions. Similarly, as it is seen in the sample 

test, the directions on the test are in the native 

language and the questions are in the target language. 

This means that the sample test can be considered 

as good in Table 26, in terms of basic principles 

of achievement testing related to the test directions. 
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But it can be worth noti n g that there is no any page 

notice 1ike "turn over" or "continue to the next page" 

on the text book1ets of the samp1e test (See Appendix 

B- l). Sametimes, in the previous test s, s ome students 

missed the items on the back pages. Therefore, it 

can be said that notices mentioned above can be usefu1 

in prep aring better directions for the tests. 



CHAPTER V 

OISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

5.1. Discussion 

The main purpose of this study was to elicit 

information ab out the most outstanding shortcomings 

of the existing testing system and to establish same 

suggestions for more feasible ways of increasing facility 

in language testing situation 

Engineering. 

at the Faculty of 

In the light of comments directed by the teachers 

and with the present findings derived from the sample 

test, same of those shortcomings can be discussed 

as follows. 

It can easily be observed that there is a need 

for the furth•er training of the teachers in English 

lll 
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language te sting at the Faculty of Engineering (c. f. 

Table 2 and 3). 

It is generally acknowledged that s ince the 

success of any formal language program is crucially 

linked with its testing philosophy and practice, teachers 

as the central body of language teaching process, 

have an obligation to improve the efficiency of existing 

tests by making contributions. 

Purposes of language tests are not determined 

appropriately (c.f. Table 7). 

The results of the questionnaire showed that 

most of the teachers never use language tes ts for 

the goal of improved learning and instruction. According 

to Dller (1987: 44) if the language tests are used 

with only the purpose of assigning students same grade 

this is a primitive view. 

Test results are not interpreted appropriately 

(c.f. Table 12). 

I es t seeres by themseıve s have ıittıe meaning. 

As Finocchiaro and Saka (ı983: 258) point out the 

test seeres interpreted and used; a ) to find out students' 

ı e a r n i ng d i f f i c u 1 t i e s , b ) t o g e t a c q u a i n t e d w i t h t h e m 

for orie ntation, c) to stimulate students for better 

ı e ar n i n.g, d ) to i m p ro ve tea c h i n g method s , e ) to d ev e ı o p 

course curriculum. 
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The tests are not appropriate to the course 

objectives (c.f. Table 15). 

The aim of Department of English in the Faculty 

of Engineering is to teach the students 

in a four year program to enable them 

academic studies in their own fields. 

enough English 

to fallaw the 

The order of 

priority of language skills is reading, speaking, 

writing and listening. 

The tests are not congruent with the aims and 

practices of language teaching ( c.f. Table 13). 

language teaching do es not m ean to provide 

students with a mere knowledge of vocabulary and grammar. 

Students should be furnished with all elements and 

skills of the language. 

The test s confine themselves to recognition 

rather than more creative aspects of language (c.f. 

Table 16). 

A good language test may contain either recognition

type test items or production-type items, or a combination 

of both, since each type has its unique functions. 

The tests 

(c.f. Table 22). 

are not 

It is necessary to 

preciseness of the test. 

appropriately pre - tested 

make predictions about 

Therefore, pre-testing 

the 

is 

useful in selecting appropriate item types. 
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In the light of evidences provided from the 

questionnaire and the sample test, it is clear that 

there are same points where the subjects do not agree 

with each other. Although most of the teachers believe 

that their test questions are progressive in difficulty 

(c.f. Table 20 ) ! it is observed in . the sample test 

that the questions were not ar r anged in order of difficulty 

with the easiest items first : c.f. 4.2.). Consequently, 

this may influence the validit\ of the tests. 

In sum, It is obvious that without a sound 

evaluation we cannot make decisions about the instructional 

objectives, we cannot be sure what we should teach 

and to what extent, where our programs failed and 

what the learning difficulties are. The purpose of 

us ing test s and other evaluation instrument during 

the instructional process is to guide . and direct student 

learning and monitor progress toward course objectives. 

, Therefore, the teachers have great respqnsibilities 

to eliminate at least same of the constraints presented 

above for a better testing situation at the Faculty 

of Engineering. Certainly, it i s a tiring process. 

But the outcomes will lead to more desirable tests. 

Because measurement and evaluation reflect the quality 

and the directian of education. 
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5.2. Suqgestions for further studies 

Although this study wa s carried out by use 

of a questionnaire and cons idering the requirements 

for the research, the fallawing points will be beneficial 

for further studies. We can tabulate suggestions in 

the following form. 

ı. This research only co ve red the teachers 

of English at the Faculty of Engineering. 

A similar study can be conducted for the 

other faculties where teaching of English 

as a foreign language has been carried out. 

2. The questionnaire in this study can be further 

developed and new techniques can be u sed 

to obtain information about the present 

testing situations. 

3. Further test types can be incorporated in 

the analysis of achievement tests so that 

the boundaries of research can be enlarged. 

4. A research can be attained by an analysis 

of the items in the previous tes ts to b ring 

out s ome criteria on various aspects of 

the current tes ts from the po int of view 

of test construction. 

5. In the light of information given in this 

study, s ome model test s can be developed 
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and applied to different groups of students 

to find out the variations with the accustomed 

systems of language testing. 
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APPENIHX A-l 

The Questionnaire Used to Obtain Information About the 

Extent of Agreemeot or Oisagreement on the 

Appropriateness of English language Tests 

Among Teachers at the faculty of Engineering 

Dear Colleague, 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to evaluate various 

aspects of the 

The Faculty of 

would appreciate 

present language testing system at 

Engineering, Anadolu University. 

identifying 

I 

the your opinions on 

strengths or weaknesses of the language tests administered 

in our faculty and would therefore be grateful if 

you reply the questionnaire in full. Please, DON'T 

write your name. Because the interviewees will remain 

anonymous. 

Thank you for your kind co-operation in completing 

this questionnai re. If you have further comments about 

the questions, please don't hesitate to write to me. 

Instructor Ateş Dalyan 
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1. How long have you been teaching English? 

a. ) 1- 4 years 

b. 5- 9 year s 

c. 10- 14 years 

d. ( 20 - 30 years 

2. lrJhen in college, d id you take any course concerning 

language testing? 

a. { ) Yes b • ) No 

3. Have you aver attended any in - service cour s e or/and 

seminar concerning language te s ting? 

a. ( ) Yes b • ) No 

4. What is your comment on the appropriaten ess of 

the present language te s ting situation at the Faculty 

of En.gineering? 

a. Excellent 

b. Go o d 

c. Satisfactory 

d. Fa ir 

e. { Po or 

5. What types of language te s t s , do you think can 

be more useful at the Faculty of Engineering? 
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a. Multiple - Choice Yes No 

b. Fill in the Blank Ye s No 

c. ShDrt An s wer Ye s No 

d. Tr ansformatian ( ) Ye s No 

e. Addition Ye s No 

f. Rearrangement Ye s No 

g. True - false Ye s No 

h. Matching ( Yes No 

i . Short Composition Ye s No 

J • Essay Ye s No 

6. What types of language tests do you use at the Faculty 

of Engineering, and how frequently? 

F R E Q U E N C Y 

Always Generally Sametimes Rarely Never 

a . M.ultiple - Choice ' ( ' ) 

b. Fill in the Blank 

c. Sh ort Answer ) 

d. T r .an s format i on 

e. Addition ( 

f. Hearı~·angement ( 

g. Tru·e - False ( ( 

h. ·M.atching ( ( ) 

i . Short Composition ) 

j . Es say 
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7. For what purposes do you use language tests at 

The Faculty of Engineering? 

FREQUENCY 

Ah·eys Gererall y Xm3tiires Rarel y t\ever 

a. To measure students' success ( ) 

b. To diagnose student's 

learning difficulties 

c. To encourage students for 

much and better learning 

d. Only to assign the students 

some grade 

e. Others (Please specify) 

( ) 

( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) 

( ) 

8. How often do you consult other classroom teachers 

for eliciting their comments on tests given at 

the Faculty of Engineering? 

a. Always 

b . Usually 

c . Sametimes 

d . Sel d om 

e . ( Nev er 

9. In constructing the tests, is a live cooperation 

between the teachers necessary? 

a. ( ) Yes b • .( ) No 
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10. Do you believe the calculation of the mean of the 

test scores of each group is any help to the teachers? 

a. ( ) Yes b. ( ) No 

ll. Do you take the test results into consjderat ion 

in the construction of forthcoming tests? 

a. ( ) Yes b. ( ) No 

12. If yes, for what purposes and how grequently? 

F R E Q U E N C Y 

Alv.ıays Gererally S:ıretimes Rarel y N=ver 

a. To find out students' 

learning difficulties 

b. To get acquainted with 

students to orient them 

properly 

c. To stimulate students for 

much and better learning 

( ) 

( ) 

d. To improve teaching methods ( ) 

e. Others (Please specify) ( ) 

( ) 

( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

13. Are the language tests you prepare congruent with the 

aims and practices of the language teaching? 

a. ( ) Yes b. ( ) No 
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14. Do you believe the language being tested in the 

way it is taught at the Faculty of Engineering? 

a. ( ) Yes b. ) No 

15. Are the language test s you prepare appropriate 

to the course objectives? 

a. ( ) Yes b . ) No 

16. Do you think the language te.sts you prepare confine 

themselves to recognition rather t h an more creative 

aspects of language? 

a. ( ) Yes b • ) No 

17. C~n the learner evaluate his own performance on 

your language tests? 

a. ( ) Yes b. ) No 

18. Are the tests you prepare appropriate for the proposed 

testees in terms of their knowledge, expectations 

and skills? 

a. ( ) Yes b. ( ) No 

19. Are the instructions and tasks of your language 

tests clear? 

a. ( ) Yes b. ) No 
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20. Do you think the questions in your language tests 

are progressive in difficulty insofar as possible? 

a. ( ) Yes b. ) No 

21. Do you believe the lang uage tests you prepare avoid 

canfronting the students with questions that provide 

more than one acceptable answer? 

a. ( ) Ye s b. ( ) No c. ( ) Generally 

22. Are your tests being appropriately pre-tested? 

a. ( ) Yes b. ) No 

23. Do you find the general test organization adequate? 

a. ( ) Ye s b • ) No 

24. If you have any other comments please sta te here: 
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!\ T • DOL'J ın·· .. ; . . r-:ır-ı fi.;.. T·".::>C" I' 
... 1 _ ~ ı ..1. . .dt ı... 1 . .JU 

l'!f.rı :·:rniSLII: n:trw·, . D~ :-.' ·ıKJr.:~ ~S :· .. 
BAHAR DÖNEMİ İNGILIZC:':i l.ARA SIFA'JI 

A. Find the gramma ticall'y correc't answer. 
( Gramer açısından doğru cevabı bulunuz.) · 

. . 

1. Student: - I weAt to bed late yasterday ni~ht and I 
couldntt ~et up early, so I missed the exam. 
I wiSh I ................... o • • • • 

a. didn ·Ht -:o to bed la te . b.: hadn' t {;Ot up early 
C. had r -onc_ to bed early d. ha.d ?.;Ot up late 

ı . . . . . 
2. Ştudent: I didİı.'t· know what the vocabulari.::;s rnean , so 

I dihn' t ans wer the ques tions in th~ exar.1 
. ı . 

last week. 
Teacher: If you -. •••• ~ the vcicabularies, you • : . .... . 

answered the questions. 
a. had s tudi ed/would have b. studied/would have 
c. had. studied/would d ~ studied/would 

3. . PassenF,er: Exeuse me sir. I've lost my passport, can 

. 4 • . 

5. 

I p;et on the . p~a.ne wi thout passpor t? 
CustDms Officier: I'm sorry sir, you can't. You •..•.... 

· forp;ot · it. 
a. s houldn't b. should h~d 
c. sh~uld have d. shoudn't have 

.. .. 
A: rve are. {';o ing to Bursa. Are you c.oming w ith us.? 
B-: I 1 İn sorry, · I 1 m not ~o in.:; wi th you be'caus e I have 

an exam tomorrow. l ~ish I •........... ~ with ynu. 
a. had F,Dne 
c • am r;o in;'?; 

b. was _ eoin~ 
d. ~ can eo ' . .. 

. . . 
A: •••• ~ •••• ~ •••• ·~... !';ett'üı~ ·up early? 
B: It mak es me· fe el bor ed • . · 

a. Wha t do es it mak e b. How do you fe el abou t 
c. ·H·ow do es it· ma){. e · d. · '.Yha t mak es you ' · 

6. A: Have ·you ev er.· chopped onions? 
B: Yes. ·r~any times.~.::But, it makes me want to . . . . . . . . . 

a. ·lau~h . . . . b. bored 
c. cry d; ·amused 

A: Filtret won the pools and he .boup:ht a bie; house 
in the oountry., · - . _: 

B: l: know that. But if I · • • • • • • • • him,. I • • . . • • . . buy 
a small -house near the sea. 

a. were/will b. was/would have . 
c. _was/wil l . d• were/would 
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APPENDIX B-1 (CONTINUED) 
1 

B. A: How di~ t~e e~am ~o? · 
-B: The questions we;.e too difficul t, S~"~ I •.•.•.• 

answer ·some .nf them. 

a • . chould i. b. woUJ,~ . -~\?·· 
c. s ould d. _sl1oulqn'-t J 

9. A:. Hello, 1 Tom. · Where ap$ you goin~? 

lO. 

B: I'm p;oine to apply f~r a new job. In fact, 
I •········· for jı,bb for a month. 

· ·a. am applyinR; · b. applied 
c. have· be en applyin~ d. w_a!3 a.pplym~ 

We went to a travel 
a. althou,q;h 
c. but 

a.q;ency, ••••• •. . . we were plannin :ı: s. h ol i day. 
b~ bec&use 

--~ f~+and_ 

ll. A: Hello. Where are ·.you J?;Oin.g? 
B:· I '.n:ı· goin& to the hairdresser to • • • . . . . . • • 

a. cut my ha ir _ b. cut me my ha ir 
c. have cut my hair d. have my hair cut 

12. W e booked the holiday • • • • • • . • we pa id a deposit of 100. OOOTI .• 
a. althou~h b. bccause 
c. but d. and 

13. A: She doesn't eat fish. 
B.: • • • • • • • ·• • •• • • • • 

a. Adil döes too · 
c. Nar does Adil 

.. . 

b. So Adil do es 
d. · So do es Adil 

14. A: You lo ok ill to day. · What happened t.o y('lu? 

15. 

B: I'm not. 1eelin~ well. . ' 
A: You ••••• ~ go out. 

a. had b et ter not b. hadn' t b ıetter not 
c. had be tt er d. : hadn' t bett.er 

Customs Officier: 

Passenp;er 
a. these 
c. this 

Now, you should complete this form and 
write down •••••• thines:your name.a~e. 

·ad;~~ss and occupation. 
,~K~ Sir. I'll do it •. 

'b.· those 
·d. that 

•• j • 

-- fl 
J_· -

i, 
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neıd the p"1r"'~gr>?ıph .=:ınJ choose the correct mswer. 
1 AJ8gıd~~i sorul~riı p~rç~yq gör~ cevnplayınız/ 

,.,ny people h~ve begun to s~ve energy.P~ul Moore ridcs his 
icycle to "TO!'~\: to s-:ıve g.::ıs.fie begın eight rrıonts -ıgo.Ee c1rries 
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is briefc~se in the bl.sket on the bicycle ~nd heıds for the office. 
c ?ets there in 30 minutes. i 

I'c;ul h-•s lo.:ot weight .:mj beCOTT',e ~ore he1lty.IIe sleeps bet t er 
"':. nip.;ht.Ee enjo ,ys the fre.sh ,li"~"' :·md sunshine.In b ---ıd we:-.ther ile 
ı:ıef.::-rs bus 'ind his cor to fıis' bicyclc to r;o to wor1~. 
·o:; :ı. n: :ı.A r::ıy: 
·ide: bi:ııııek 
, 0~j:ilnrlemek,gitmek,yönelmek 
.:JEO e ·•:ci.o:ht:kilO V2I'r"l8 1 ~ f 

briefc -ıs e: q "'n t-1 
~~sket:scpet 
outdoors:,~ı~ h,v~ 

_(, '.~-::ul · ·~ iütE=: to s·we ,g"'ls l:ı.lie ı~~ves hiB briefcısc Lo "l2 
c. It t ı kes -:!1 ho ur to get 4to the office d. He ri Jes to o [ı;.-: t 

.. 7.He feels better now because -------------------. 
""!. I·Ie goes tc the office on .:'} bicycle b. IIe drives too r-!s t 
c.re .<70Gs to the office on foot 
rl . I:e c:-ırries the ~nsket on the bicycle 

LS.In h~d weıther ----------------------. 
1. o ri e prefers his bic'yc le b. ı:e en joys -riJing his bi eye} .;; . 

-::.::ı:: l i~<:Gs to go by bicycle d~ Ile go es by bus :md his c 1r 

~ - .:ırcuc, -ın,:i :.eth '(ilkins have finished their v::ıc :-ıtion. Thc: y 
~,ve spent two weeks in C~liforni~.They h~ve visiteJ frienJs 
:n-:3. T'8l"ltiveE· in "'l.ny cities ;)nd towns.They h :ıve h ıd :"1 VGry 
good ti --e. 

:'o:l-,y, they h =we to p.:o hoTTle. They h=we 'N::-ıi ted -ıo rııinutes for -, 
t,xi.7hey h~ve to ~et to the ~irport.Their pl~ne le,ves in ıs 
ri~ u tes. 
'!:J C \:-'.:TL\ T)y : 
v,c:tion:t,til T'el,tive:~kr~b~ 

19.~.The ~il~ins 2re noing for ~ v~cation 
b.The wilkins h::-ıve co~e to the end of their v~cation 
c.The ~il~ins h~ve st'lrtcd thcir vJc::-ıtion 
d.The '"il'%insons \vill st:ı:rt thei-r vac.::-ıtion 

~o.~.They h~ven't enjoyed their v~c~tion 
b.They· h~ve w~iteJ m~~y hours for ~ hus 
c.They hıve visiteJ many pl~ces ~nJ people 
d.?hej hıvc to stay two week~ iri C~liforni, 

21. ."\.They are; or:ı. the ir ',:.r.:ıy horııe . 
h.They h,ve to ~o to the bus station 
c.Thei-r pl~ne le,ves in two hours 
d.Their tr~in h~sn't ~rrived yet 

---
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py n-ı,...,e i,s :öune ı:ı~ylo,....r.·y d 1ughter $;ır>q :::ınd. I live in ~~ıi,...l;:-:ı11':es, 
~1~2~l.I ~~ ? wor~ing mother.I wo~~ qs ~ c,mer~~o~an for' ~ TV 
5 t ~tion in F ~ i,...h,n~s~r·y job is inte,...esting,so I enjoy i~.I J iJn' t 
-,:- - -, ~'s 'vor~c 0" pl-"tn to wor~c,but I st"lrted to '.'!Ork tel. yeı""ş ~~ro . 
-.;:::·. i.:-: i :o o:-ıy story.I r.::ı.,...ried Ch ~.rıes Tlylor in lJ66 ·r.•hcn ,,., ,'? ··re re V->r ::; 
JO:J-ı .. a: • .::: ;-~-,ı:-lP.s ı:ne ~ s .::les .... an ı:e '!_i_':eJ to movr:;. I'h=1t ' s ~~rh y "' C 
~ ..::: •: -: :1 'to"' :ı.e•:r ~it y ovc,...y :fC ~-:ı !':-·e live:l i:-ı .:hi c: ' ? o,.Jetroi t -n } 
:·-:_,,-:_.-.. e liv ed f'r frorrı our f .::vııilics.Chr:ırleş '··rıntcJ :ı l::ı.,.., rze 

~~~ily ~n j so dij I.I Ji:in ' t p l~~ tc - get =1 job.I plınneJ ~s st~; 
~:~0 ~ i th c hi lirc~. 

S::;':"'::i-, vr:s ':;o rn i>.1 T'iı.!:1i.Ch .-ıı:-1es .-,nJ. I ·:1 cre ver:; h::ıp py . ::L s ~ .::!,'/ 0 ı 
> . .:: - e ;:: i_ th S ~,...:,.: ... c "'10ved to Al ıs~-.:.1 t h e nex t ye -:ı r. I Jidn' t :-,-ne; 'l 

,~: ~, 1--ıut I b :-ı :i ;ı hobl;y .I li':ed to t~'-~e f)ictures of S.::ır .:-:ı .::\-ı .: I 
le ~rn e1 t o t~~e very cood pictures . I st~rted to sell theG, j ut 

c· : :::ı.sn 't :ı :rc -:ı.l job.I :ılr;ays workeJ at home. 
Ch :-:->lcs .su ·:ld cnly bec. :'!:ı-ıe ve..,..;y' i.ll in l)7J.Ile h-'1d c::ınce,.., -:ı.,1J 

:---:-: Ji -:;j .:::ı.fter s ix r:ıonths. I tı .::ı.:j :10 n'Oney ,no educ .=ttion a ı-ıJ :10 . 

,~r:.ends. 'J::be ,1 ;ı TV .s t ı tion in Tı.irb'l.'1.kS S;J.w TY'.Y pictur-es.'I'h ey 
""~ ': 2j ,.,e to c,·;or'c for thern.I ,=ı.r.: verr luC 1{,y to h .1ve the ~iab, 

·-:.:o :::"'u~c I c "'n c ~r '1 e::-ıough r.rı.oney fo-ı:- S:1r.-::ı and me. 1Xe are ic-ıJ '2p e~1.:lerı t 
~~1 I Jon't ~o..,..ry ~boui the futur~ ~ny ~are. 
:,T/J::; ;\;-:'T_TL\ DY : 

~,~csm, ~ :p,~ ~rll.m~cı 

~e v e : t~ıı~~~~ 
;:: , _ :'ı '1 : p ı 1;1 l . --, r • "\ ' ·: 

t ı:\:e p i ctt:wc: foto"'. Y'.ı-f 

~u:Jenly : =l :ıi d en 
':J:c O "'i e : o l.r1 .=ı\: 

çekr.ı.ek 

c '1.acer: ı.~ -;;ış er 
die: ölne1c 
e 1 uc 'Ü i o n : e 2 i t i TT' 

lucky : ]·:ınslı 
e .:')T'n :k =J 7, ·1n m')~{ 
independent:bı~ı~sız 
future:gelece~ · 

·"";- .'·· ı--,i.c h sc:ücnce :-ıbout ,;lJ.UfG .is f ::ılse-:'. 
~.Sh e ~ov cd ta ~"lirb~nki to fi~d - ~ ~ob. 
h.Shn th in~s shc'll h ~va ~ g~oj futurc. 
c.Sh8 cnjo y~ he,... job becAuse i t is interestin?. 
). l :el" hui-bl.nd JicJ _of c .<mcer ıbout ten : y<nrs .-l_c::ı:o. 

2 3 .- ;- ı.n 2 :-ı.rı d Ch.".rle s lT'OVed every ye -:r b ec .-::ı us e --------------
.:ı . he ı-vı s ı s-:ılesrrı;:ın · -::lnd ı t,...=ıve1leJ. 
b.th ey lived f~r fro~ t d eir · f amilies. 
c. h e w~nt ed to ~ove to 4iffercnt plnces. 
d.they w~nted ~ l~rge f~rnily . . . 

? ~ .Defo~e Ch ~rıes hcca~e ill iri lJ7J,June w~s ------------ 
-oı .. wor:üng h ır d C) t the TV st ı tion. . -
b.pl,l:ı.-ıning to v.:o:r~.c ıt the ?.V st .ıtion. 
c. t ·"''-cin :ı;ı: so~e g..;od pictures at hor1e. 
d.stıyine hane with the child,...e~ . 

25. "' h en .; un e m::ır>ri ed Ch.:ırl.es, s h e Jid.n' t pl"'~n to wor~{. This rıe ıa s -----
a.she did.n't w~nt to pe t ~ job. 
b.she di Jn't need to get 1 job. 
c.she didn't t:ry to çe t .ı ,job. 
d.she w~nted . to be a housewife. 

4 -· 
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C. Choosc th~ followin~ correct vocabulary for the blanks. 

26. 

(Boşluklar için en uyc;un kelimeyi seçiniz,) -\3' 
Wife: oh~ We h~ve lots of dirty · clothes. 

In 
Husband: We can have them washed by the washinp: machine. 

this convcrsation, . husban·d~ .••• : to use the machine. 
ı . 

a. refused b. confused - c. rejected d. offered 

27. Customer: How ~uch does that radio cost? 
Assistant: It is 250.000TI .• 

Customer: It is too expensive for me. Would you please ••.•..• 
t h e pripe .to 200. OOOTL. 

a. increase b. cut c. · cheap . d. borfow 

2P.. A: I have a pain 
1
in my arm. 

Bil · Why . is that? 
A: Because the· nur se has . .jus t /Ii ven me • • • • • • . • • 

a. an injection b •. a leaflet 
c. some medicinB d. sorne advice 

29. Ali: Have you seen the rnovie at Arı Cinerna? 

30. 

31. 

32. 

Ahmet: \Vhat ' s on? 
Al i: LAr.mADA • 

Ahmet: O .K. 7h.o_ is r:;oin~-ı; 

Ali: Don't worry. I'll 
In this dialoque, Ali •••••• 
a. pro~ised . b. thouJT,ht of 

to book the tickets? 
book· the tickets. 

to book the tickets. 
c. refused .d •. rejected 

Woman: Can I try on .this dress? 
ASsıstant: Y.es 1 madani. There 'is- the chanrsin~-room. 

Yes, madam. It looks wonderful. 
Woman: O. K. I' ll b_u.y this. 

In this dialoque, assis t ant •••• :· ~. her to buy the drcss. 
a. promis.::d b. pe:r·suadcd c. neı~lec te d d. in tendcd. 

A: Don't for::;et to buy some ·coffee • .You know, we have •• ~···· 
coffce. 

B: O.K. Itll write it down my shoppinP, list • 
. . . . .: . . 

a. stopped b. :~iven up c. ended d ·. run out of 

Customer: I paid lOO.OOOTL for. this rad-io but you didn' t 
~ive me a .~ ••• ~ ••• 

Assistant: Sorry. I cornpletely forp;ot, I was packinp; your radio. 
a. receipt b. ticket d. depo~it d. licence 

1 • 
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APPEND I X B- l (CONTINUED) 

Receptionest : Good moı·ninJY,. Can I help you ? 
Patient Yes f please. I'd like to •.•.....• 

a medical examination. 
a. be an ap:pointmentl b. take an appointment 
c _. make an appoin_trneht d •. do an appointment 

A: Mete ahvays looks · happy, doesn' t _he? 
B: Yes. H~ isa •••• ; •••• person. 

a. mean b. cheerful _ c. elever d. sensible 
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f or 

35. A: Are you ~oinG to have a holiday in Marmaris? 
B: No. We •••••••• a holiday in Marmaris. 

a. cancelled b. 'persuaded c. re turned d. booked 

36. Customer: The ._c-assette recor~er I bow~ht last week won' t 
-wör:t at all·. 

Assistant: I wish to •• · •..••• for that. Let me chanrı: e it. 
a. · enclose· b . produc8 _c • . refuse d. apologise 

37. r.~other: Can y0u help me • • • • • • the washinr;-up? 
Daug!-'ter: O. K. 

a. do - b . t a k e c. make d. dish 

Wif~: You look sleepy and .you're . -- ..... all the time. Why 
don' t .you -wash your face? 

Husband: O.K. I'll do it. · · · · · · 

a. yawning' b. feelin~ excited c. lau;shints d. feelin& p,reat 

39. A·: D id you see the docto.r? ' .. 
B: Yes. He put me_ cm a . . . . ae;ain. 

a. fat b. di-et c. slim d. fit 
.. • ' 

40. A~ For suw~er · holiday , -I would like to stay in a Great biG 
hotel with adisco, . swimmin& pöol and lots of people (\f my 
a~e. 

B~ Do you mean sornewhere •••••• ? 
-A: 'Yes. -

a • .- qui te - b. out _of da te -c. ,exe i ting 

S INA V S ÜR .ES İ 60 DAKİKADIR" -· -
4 Yanlış cBvap 1 doğru cevabı götürür. 

-- '6' _;_ i--- ', 
' - -

d. peaceful 
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WG! I •.. 4RA SINA VI: ,.. _ 
A 

~;1:~ ı ):J3~~~ :iı:r~ -- ııoLJJO~\ Jil\fG cor;.rJ~~~:;T . ~·i()\J.ilBULf!.R7 ~.:~ oı~ ']~1} ~>! ISL/.- ~ .-I~L); 

( ~cı ··1 u 1d :~ r ; (~i n en tı"'Tr•rnn l'~e -1 i r-ır• ··rı· ,, ':l c; rı··ı " ) \ · . ... __ ._ , --~ - "'V)...;:ı . .... ---· v v .... •'-'.:-·· --Lı 

-. r/3 ""~ 
. J.vu 7 please • 

2.) bo c..n ap·,;~ointment 

c) no.L:e nn ,::;Jppointıı1ent 

I'd .like to •••• .- •• ~ •• for G. !. ı~dicG.l 
c~am5. nc:~ tion. 

b) take an appointment 

d) d(_) an appointment 

D~ Yes. ::re isa ••••.••••• person. 

a) rnoan b) cheşrful c) clev~r d) sensiblc 

J. A: Are you :-:o::i.n,?; to h0.ve a holiday in f:lo.r::ıe.r:i.s? 

B~ Ho. .:e . ••• ~. • • • a hol5.day in H~rmaris. 

n)_ .cc:ı.ncelled b) porsuacled c) re turned d) boo)~cd 

4. Customer: T};ı.e casset te recorder I bouc;ht last rreek won 1 t work at 
all now. 

Assistant: I ~ r:i.sh to • • • • • • • for that. Let me chEmze it. 

· c) rcfuse ' : d) apologise a) enelos-c b) produce 

:Io ther: Can you help mc 

Dauc;hter: O.X. 
a) do b} tak e. 

........ 
c) make 

the ':ni.slıinc.;-up? 

d) dish 

6. ..;ife: Yo'.l look slocpy :m:..d you 're ••••••• all the time. ,hy don ı t 

7 
1 . 

' 
you 1·i!C..-3h your · f4ce? 

liıwband: O.K. _I 1 ll_ do jit. 

a) ymminG 

c) laushing 

lt: Di d you s ·ee the doctor? 

b) feelinG excited 

·d) · feeling· c;reat 

ll 't 
JJ • Ycs. He put mc on ·:ı c.. . ....... ugain. 

n) fat b) di et c) slim. d) fit 
. .. 

8. A~ ]?or sı.ı..mmer holic1.ay, I would l·.ike to stcy in- 2. great 1Jig 

hotel ı:d üı. a disco, s','fimmihg poöl e.nd lo ts of people of m~r ac:,e • 

B: 

A: 
e.) 

Do you m'8nn soıne\vhcre 

yes. 

ncncaful 
J. 

b) quiet 

SIN.\ ·.J S~~ SS! 6o D:ı.,.~-~~:ADP'. 

• • • • • • • '?" 

c) out of da tc 

4 y-ınlı§ccv ·;p ldop-__ ru c:cv~bı götürür. . - ı -

d) e~citinr; 
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9. Cust·omer: I paid ıoo.ooorı for this radio but you didn' t 

ı o. 

:--:r:ive me· a •••••• ·• • • • • • . . . • 
Assist.ant: 3orry. I completely fon~o~, I ·was packinrt your 

radio. 
a. receipt b •. ticket c. deposit d. licence 

A: Don"t forr;et to huy SOI!l8 coffee. You know~ 
cof~:ee. 

B: O.K. I'll write it down my shoppin,r:, list. 
a. stopped b. r-:iven up c. · en d ed 

.:·aman: Can I try on this dress ? 
Ass is tan t: Yes, madam. There is the chahp;in,'S-:-room. 

Yes, madam. It looks wonderfUl. 
·;aman: O.K. I'll buy this. -

we have ........ . 

d. rurı out of 

In t~is dialoque, assistant •. ~ ..•..... . her to buy the dress. 
a. promised b. persuaded c • . nep;lected d. iutended 

_;:;:. Ali: Have you secn the movie at Arı Cinema ? 
Ahmet: ''ihat's on? . 
Ali: LA!:ffiADil. 

Ahmet: O.K. _;ho is ,c;oin:~ to book .the .tickets ? 
Ali: Don't worry. -I'll b.ook the tickets. 

In this dialoque,- Ali ••••.••... ~ to book the tickets. 
cı.. promised b. thou.fT)lt of. ~q. •. .refused d. rejected 

_3. A: I have a pa~n in my ann. 
B: ··ihy is that ? 
A: Because the nurse has just. p;iven me •.•..•.••.....• 
a. an injection b. a leaflet 
c. some medicine d. some advice 

:::. Cust-omer: Ho•N much do~s that radio cost ? · 

,.,. 

Assistant: It ·is 250.000f!. 
Customer; It is too eip-erisive for me. 1}ould you please •....... 

the price to· 200.000TT. 
a. increase b. cut · c. cheap d. borrow 

ı·;ife:: Oh. 'O!e ha~e lots of . dirty· clothes. 
Husband: ·:e can have them mtshed ·by the washing machine. 

In this conversation, · ·husb~nd ••••..•••• to u~e the machine. 
a. refus-ed b. confu.sed c. rejected d. offered 

;· . 
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16. Cust.orns offıcer: Now; you should ccmpıete thıs form and wrı te down .•.. 

.•••••• thıngs!your naine,age,address and occupatıon. 

Passehger: O.K. Sır. 'I'll do ıt. 
. . . . . ~ .. 

a) t~-ese b) those c) thıs 1 d) · that 

l?. Jı ·: You look ıll taday. 
1
'Hhat happened to you ? 

l8. 

B: ıtm not feelıng well. · 

A-:· You ........... 
a) had better not 

c) he..d better 

A: Shc doesn't _eat 

go out. 
b) hadn't better not 

hadn' t better 

B·: •••••••••.••• • ••••.• 

3) ·.J\dıl do·es. too · 

c) Nar does Adıl 

b) So · Adıl does 

d) So does Adıl 

19. '\!e book;;d the halıday ......... we paıd adepa sıt or•ıoo.ooo TL. 

a) although 

c) but 

( • b) because 

d) and 

20. A: Hello. Where are y6u·~oıng ?. 

B: I'm goıng to the haırdresser to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a) cut my h c:nr 

c) hava cut my haır 

b) cut·me my haır 

d) have my _ haır cut 

2l. 'Ve went to a travel ageney, •••••.•••• ,• we we re plannıng a halıday. 

a) although 

· c) but 

b) because . 

d) and 
. ~ .· ;i .. ~ 

A: Hello, Tom. Where are ·.you golng,.'?·_ 
.., \ 1 

B: I'm ~oıng to apply. for a new job. In fact, 

I ......•.... · for jobs for a mönth. 

a). .am :applyıng b) applıed ::· . 

c) have b~en applyıng d) was _ applyıiıg ' 

23. A: Hcw dıd the exam go ?, 

B.: The questions were t"oo dıffıcult, so I •••••• ... answer 

s ome of them. 

a) co.u.ld 

c) should 

- · 

b) would 

d). shouldn' t 

·- ·: -
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24. Student: I went·to bed ·late yesterday night and I 
couldn' t ~et · up early., so I mis sed· the exam. 
I· Wish I •........................ · .. • 

a. didn't go to bed late 
c • had ~one t ·o b'ed early · 

b. hadn't ~ot up early 
d. had ~ot up late 

. . 

25. Student: I.didri't know what the vocabularies mean, so 
I didn't answer the questions in the exam last 

· week. 
Teacher: If you ••.•••.. ·• ~he vocabularies, you •......... 

answered the questions. 
a. had studied/would have b. studied/would have 
c.- had studied/would d.· studied/would 

26. PassenET,er: Exeuse me sir. I've lost my passport, can I 
·eet on the plane with~ut passport-? 

Custorns Officer: . . I 1 m sorry sir, you can't. You •••.......... 
forgot it. 

a. sbeuldn' t b. should had 
c. should have · d. shouldn' t have 

27. A: :ye are eoin~ to Bursa~ Are _you. comL'tl~ with us ? 
B: I'm sorry;_ I'm not p;Ôing with·youbecause I have an 

exaıiı tomorrow. I wish I. .. .- • . . . . . . . . with you. 
a. had e one . . b • was f:O ing 
c • am p.;o in~ d. can f>? 

28. .A:· • • . • • • . • • . • . . • . . . •. gettinP,. up early_·? 
B: . It makesme feel bored. 
a. '!hat does it make 
c. How do es · it ıİıake · 

b. How do _you feel about 
d. ·.Vha t mak es you 

29. A: Hav.; you ~ ev·er chöpped · oriiot?-s. ? 
B: · Yes. Many times. But, 'it makes me .vva.nt to •.•••••..•••. 
a. laU:?:h · · .. · ' · b. bo'red 
c. cry , . . d. amused 

A: Fikret won the; pools ~and· h~ bouJSht a bir house in 
the coı.;ıntry. - .->: - ·~~ :. .', : .. . J.:·.· ... 1~ . · · : · . 

30. 

.B: I know that.· ~ut if · I •. ~. ~~ •••••• . him,_ I ••••••••.• .. buy 
· a small .'house. :ne~r the ·ae"a. : · · : ;:· 
w~fe/will. : :,:·'>: · :·-· ~ - : ~: rL was/wouıd ha. ve 

c. was/will : . , , ·: .. · d.1 wel/'9/would 

! ~ -: .. : ;, . >F~~- -<f~ ; .·,-· 
1 . . :.-: ... :' · ·ı- '. 

. a. 

~1.-, 
'.\ :.·· 

·.,. :. 
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-A-
:-~ .... T -C: ,...E/\.;) TIIE. rA,;..:\G-qAFI-1 ~d CÜOOSE TIIE COP~...:;ci' A.ı.iS.' .'E,...: 

/A1 ~gıd:-ıki s'oruı-3:rı p;-ırç ~y~ göre cev.::ıpl :"'\yınız/ 

ıt.'.:ny peopl.e h:ıve begun to . s;wc energy. P ·1Ul T·oore riJes 

his bic,Ycle to .wor~~ to s;;ıve g;)s. He. beg-:ı.n eight montsJgo. He 
. ' . 

·c~~ries his briefc,se in the b~sket oh the bicycle ~nd he~ds for 

the office. Ee get.s there in :1) r.ünutes. 
P::ıul h :::\S ıost wel.gh,t-)nd bccorn.e mo:re he-1Ity . .l~e sleeps 

bctter nt night. He en,joys the fresh !lir '1!1d sunshins. In b.::ıj 

w~;:)the:r' he prcfer>s busı;:nd his Ci=3.r to his bicyc2..e to go to .work, 

VCCAP.1TL!\ "TJY : . 

.riJc·: binrnek 

hcqd: iler.lemcTc,gi tme~r,y~nclrr.c};:. 
' ' 

lose weight:_ kilo ver~ok.~:\ : 

briefc~sc: qonta 

b."\S~(et: s c pet 

outdoors: 3ÇıkhJV! 

31. .::ı.. Pcıul lc::ıvos . his brief~·-.j~e 'home ·, . 

b .. !Tc w··mts to s;ıv·e gas c. te ridcs too f~st 

d. It t ı kes l1n hour ·to get to·the oflfice. _ 
3? o re fe e ls better no~.ır '-be c ıuse _;_ ____ _; ________ ~---- • :.:; .. 

~ h; ~pı"vcs too · r~R~-•• ~u. . - . ~~L b.hc. goes to the office on R bicyclo 

c.hc c~r~ies the b~s~ct on the bicy61~ 
d. he go~s to the offi6e . on toot 

-:t. he li kes to go by bicy"c~e · · 
c .. he po es by bus m :i his c0!' 

b.he p~cfe~s his bicycle 

d.hc enjoys riding his bicyclc 

r.=-::trcus ~nd Beth t;rilkins h.;ıve fi~i~hcd their v :ıcıtion. 

They h::ıvc spcnt two w-e2ks. in C~lifornin.~· They h~ve vis i ted fricnjs 

~nd :r;'Cl-"'tiVCS in rn,>ny clties .::ınd tOlJ~S. l'hcy h'1VC h'1d "1 very 

e; o o d tir. e. · T'ad=ıy. they h~ve to go hoın_c. They h :ıve w:'ti tcj 40. 
j . 1 • 

minutcs for =1 t·:-ıxi. They h'1ve · to got to t _he n..irport. 7heir plıne 

lc----;vcs in 45 rninutc-s. 
1 - • • • • • 
' .. 

"10 8:\DUL!\.,.....Y: .vı::ıc-:ıtion: t;)-til · rel~tivc: ~kr~bı 

.34 • .:ı.Tno '''il~{fus ::'!re go ing · for<·,·"-' . V;'1c -:ı.tion 
b. ThG ~·~ilkins h~~e star-~~a their v:ıc1tion 

- 35. 

36. 

c. The "'ilkins hr,vc- como ·to .tfi~ : 6~a -: of' th~ir v::-ıc ,"'ltion 
. d. The · '"~ilkins wiıı· start ·the:ir vPıc.~tio~ ·; · · 

~.They h:ıvc to st:-ıy ~w-o ·~.ceks in C.:1liforni-"l b. They h :~ven' t 

cnjoy ,:_- d the ir v:ıc ~tion . c~_ They ' _v? wJ~i tc d M-::ny hours for a bu s 

d. :'hey' v ;: vis i tc d lT!'"'ny plıccs, ~nd pcopl.J .. · 
ı - - -

"\. The;y' re on tlwir w·w ho_me b. Thc:Y 'va to go to the bus st"'ltion 

c4Thcir tr -~in h:-ısn't arrived -yet :_~L:Theirplıne le-:-ıvcs·in 2 hours 
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vy n~!"lc is __ ;·uno Tı:ıylor. 1ry dnughtcr S~r:ı. ."\nd I live in F~irb~rı::-c.s 

:ı Ai ""'\sır-ı. I ı n ~ working mothGr •. l work :ıs <1 c:;ıme:r -::ır.vın for ~ ~V 

:t""'tion· in. :>'irb:nks. Py job. is iqtcrcstinp.,so I cnjoy it. I did::ı' t 

~hnyE> ':ror 1
·: or pl :ı.n to w-ör k, but I iı~~rtcd to work ten ye ı-r:-f'. :go. 

:'his i.s my story. ~ nnrt>it:d Ch~rlGS T:1ylor in 1966 when '!!i) wurc vary 

rotmg. Ch:rL:;s \V"'"1S ,-; _ s ·-ııcsm::-ın~ ·IIc l _ikcd to :rn.ovc. Th:t's why vv2 movc,J 

to ·"' nc.v; ci ty evcry y(;;ır. '"e ı:l..V:Cd iri Chic-:lgo,Detroi t :md i'i -::mi. ··;ç . . . . 

!..i vcJ flr from o ur f;:ımiJ_ i es. · Ch ,ırlcs w,n te d ::ı 1.:-)rgc f-ımiiy md so 

i:':. i I. I diJn ı t pl :n to gct --ı jo b. ~ I p1 -::ınned to s t.1y home w ith 

s 'r:->h w:s born in r~L:ımi. Ch '1rlcs .:nd · I v1ore vcry h ~PPY. I s t!ycj 

=-~ c ~ -; '?ith S'"".r~. ·:'c rrıovcd to .\1."\S~(:-ı .the ncxt ycnr. I didn ı t h :ve : 

j0~,hut I h~J : hobby. Iliked to· t::-ık0 picturcs of S~r~ :nd I l2,rncd 

t: t~k: vcry ~ooa pictur6s~ i st~rtcj to sol1 thc~,but it w~sn't ,_, 
: :re <1 job. I =üw.''WS worT:cd · '1t hdnc. 

Ch,.-rl.cs sudd0nly bcc'1ııı.e . very ill in 1J7J. ı:c h-ıd c;n_ccr- ".nd he 

di .:;d .ıftcr· s ix nonths.. I .h "ld no · rnOncy, no edu c -ı tion ,Jı:-ıd no frionds. 

':hen ·"' T'l st ~tion in ~:ı i rb""'\nks ,s -::vr rrı.y pic tu~ es •. They :s~-ccd rrı.e; to 

·;;ork fo:r th (~r.ı. I ~m v_c_r-y luck;y_ to h:wc· the job,. bccıusc I c-ın c:ırn 

e:nough r'!oncy for S-~r1· '"lnd rrıc • .Y'c' =1re indcpcndcint .-ın d I don ı t wOrJ:y . . .·-· ı . 

:)bout tho· futurc 0:ny mor~. . f 1 
- . '~ ~: ; ._.. : -~ : ; :~ 

. · i . . . . ı 

c --ıncc:r: k~11ser 

rrov2: t~§ln.I!"!'lk; . : .die: Ölmek _· 

pl=1n: pl-ınlF\m:ik ,.· '• . cdu~aition: .:cği tirn 

t:1kc picturc: fotof,r:ıf çckm?k · · 1~c~~y: ·_§-:-tnslı 

nudJcnly: .:nida·n ' - '· c1rn:~ k~z:ınmıi;: 
' ., . . · . 

bccor.:c: olm--ı~~ :. i::ıdcpenicnt_ :" b-ı;ımsız 

wort>y: üzülme k ·:~.- futurc: ·gelecek 

37. '.''hi ch sen tl.:nc0 :ıbout 3 une ·is f:1sc:?· 
. . r 

-ı.Shc thin1~-ı:: shcııı h::ıvc: · " good futurc b.Sh.:; nov0d to F~ii J .ın'cs 

to.find -:ı job. c.Shc enjoys hcr job bcc::1usc.it -is intcrcsting 
.. 

d. rcr husb::tnd lciJ of . ~Jri~ct i1bo.ut tqn yertr-s :~go. _ 
.< 1 - • .' • • \ ' • \ ~ ' ~ • • 

38~ Junc ~nd Ch'1rlos moved evcry yc-::r bec-ıus~ ------------------- • 
. · ... • ! . . . .- . ' 

~.they ,_·rıntcJ . ~ ı ,~rge f:miiy • . b~tic . yi~ntqjto movo to diffcrcnt 
'· . . ,. .. ' . p1 "1CCS • . 

c. he \v"1s _, s'"'~lesrrı.ın .. nnd·. ;t:r.- .:::ıv~I,led d. ~hey "lived f"1r from their 
. 1 , • ·:· . . . . . ., . . f-:milics. 

39. r..cfore Chı-rlcs : boc~mc iı~ - . i~- ı JTi/ un~ w~s ------.---------~--. 
_.:. pl :nning to wor'-c · "tt the T'"f ·st-ıtion b. ~Horking bll!'d "lt the TV st. 
c. ~Vwing horrıo _wi th. the childreh d. t::king · somc good pictures 

. . · · · .· .· ' . . . . · . : . · , . ·· · -:1t home. 
40. ~·'hen :uno rınrried 0h ~lc·s, sh e didn' t- pl:m to wo·rk. This mc :ı.ns--- ---

"l.shc didn' t w.ın.t to gct ·=r job : l:>. ~shC? didn .'t try to get , job . 
c. shc vmn.tc;J to _be .-ı housovyife ·. d~ she. diJn' t nced to get ~ job 
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The Results of the Hidterm Test 

_::_:_:-;..:__o_-.o=_-_::-__ ~- -~--- ---- - - -- - ~~-- -~~~- = ~--- ----
SINAVA GIREN OGRENCf SAYISI : 76 

-:=·-::-__:-- JCAç-:=y _,Nl IŞ:::~e tR UOGRUYÜ~ _G~TüRECB< : -"'=-~~t~'-:_=._~:::~-=;~---~,::_~_:~~-::::::=-=-~~~-~lf 
HER SORUYA VERILECEX PUAN : 2.500 

)~~::{ JjER~E SE ' E_!(t_E_NECEK _P'J=AN_ :~--::~ O_ . oqo::_~--'~t;;~-=-=--..:~~-::_~~~t~==-~- ' --;::~- =~:::-~~-{:~~~~=::~~ 
ORTALAMA PUAN: 56.894 

~- ?":;E _N Q9 .::s_~~-=-=-."9~t[~-N :~ =-=~~~~~ -=-~_f.~~_::=~: ~..:.:-;,:.=--=)~l~ ~~ -=::-=-~ --=-__=;---===-~-~=~~-~o~:~~~~~~ ~: -=-f-~~~~=:.;: 
ENYüKSEK PUAN : 98 

-- ------- - ------ - -~-

P U A N O A G I L I M 1 
--- -----

25 ILE 40 ARASINDA 
--------------.E±tF==~ 

57 ILE 7~RASINOA 
±14 lt~~ 

tl ---=ı: tt ==-ı (J lltASINDA 
lO llE 20 ARASINDA 
;>O ll± 30 AR ISfltOA 
30 ltE 40 ARASINDA 
4(1 1 tt 'ı() Aıtti]fWA 

50 llE 60 ARASINCA 

PUAN ALANLARlN 
PQAN==At!NEQ"IN 
PUAN ALANLARlN 
P ll ut=---ırt:kNt AR 1 N 

-
P!HIU AlANlfttN 
PUAN ALANlARlN 
Pl!AU AlANLARlN 
PUAN ALANLARlN 
Pll lrç;;AEANbAR 1 N 
PUAN AlANlAR tN 

fi() ll E ro AR AS 1 N !')€0;;PIJAN All"Nt 1\R IN 
10 llE 80 ARASINDA PUAN ALANLARlN 
Klb ILE 90 AmnttlA PUAN ALANLll IN 
90 ILE 100 ARASINDA PUAN ALANLARlN 

SAYISI -= 
srmı = 
SAYISI -= 
SAYI SI • 
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APPENDIX B- 3 (CONTINUED) 

1.NCJ T E S T G R U e U ICIN TOPlAMlAR: 
=c~=-'=_gs~_ Jf:f(~~A=-~-~--- -~c -- =e:==::=:~~::::_~_r~(t'€_~~~§~~ 

- - --=- - ~::~t--=----:-:0~~-- ~_f{~,;-----:::~~5 --c- __ :-~ ~(lg --~'- -~ 
2 O 36 ı O O O B 

~~:;;--:~::::~~-=~--~ 3 ~~~-~_e,--:~~~.:::=,- Q_::..:.-=~-::s~ a ---,_~-:~-:-~1 :. ~~-::;~';,O 0:=--=-.t";:: ~-i-;_jj_A- -~:-=~=;--=-----~ 
4 7 7 7 14 O 2 D 

~~-/~-{~_~J.~'~- _ 5 _ -~~- 24:=-:~~~ :~ 1 ~- ~- 6 : -==-~-=-, ~, ~;~~o -.:,;_i- :~-=o -'-,:_::_: ~-- -~_;=-:~==.::;:i::=~ ~ 
6 29 2 2 3 O 1 A 

~='~-=- :_-_;;.?,_~~-~~ ~=-~~~::-J~~~~~_3_Ç_:.~~l:::f;9-=-~~-D~~ =1:::-=-=--c 0~~~=-~~~0_=.~~~~_;~~;7~:;_=~~-~- -:~ 
9 3 2 1 29 o 2 o 

~-- -~==:_=--:--:_-_-:::_9::::_~~--~ --=-?. ~==~~::::_~~<!:--:-:~Ai~~~.:~~--=--=-" -5---:--,--=~~~~~i-~~=:~-o_ __:-~~ -;,:_ _;;:-=::::----=c 
10 3 14 12 1 o ı o 

==ı~ l4F==::--:==2'3' - _-- -~ - -. -~-=~~~--===~ ::.=c-_:=--==:: 

12 19 -3 7 1 O -7 - A 
~ =zo :t - &===+ ~:=/f=.=:= r 

14 12 ı8 5 l O ı B 
1 5 .. ------=r . ~ ra-; a--------- ı-~ 

16 19 3 8 6 O ı A 
ı 1 1 J t= ~ 16 o 0: A 
18 4 2 20 10 o ı t 

IT9 1 n 3 o 2 4 O o::--- O 
20 21 o 13 2 o ı o 

22 ı 2 30 2 o 2 c 
24 16 o 21 o o o c 

·26 1 2 lt 23 o ı o 

28 ı 28 6 2 ,o o e 

30 6 5 ı 25 o t) o 

32 ı 29 4 ı o 2 B 

34 o o 35 o o 2 c 
36 29 ı ı 2 o 4 A 

38 4 ı o 16 6 o ı c 
40 3 4 15 10 o 5 c 
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APP ENDIX B- 3 (CONTINUED) 

2.NCI T E S T G R U B U tçiN TOPLAMlAR: 
~~.t---=------=-_e~~~~~-----==o:= =- ~t=== __;~ em~~a~~ 

12 4 4 o 29 o 2 o 
1 ı------- -----Ol ~ 26 lj ----n ·z- c 
14 12 4 6 16 O 1 A 
Pi ~ ~- () tl n=- ı A 

16 27 3 6 o o 3 A 

18 3 o o 35 o ı D ..ı-

20 ı o 26 1-1 o ı c 
22 16 7 5 10 o ı A 

24 6 2 18 lO o 3 c 
26 ı 4 ı 30 o 3 o 

28 32 ı 2 o o 4 A 

30 ı 32 2 o o 4 B 

32 28 2 4 2 o 3 A 

34 o 36 2 ı o o B 

36 7 3 13 15 o ı D 

38 34 o ı 3 o ı A 

40 o o 34 2 o 3 c 


